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110$ MOMS, CALIFORNIA., .WEblitglikts-MARC1( 14 1971 

9150 Ix' clock a ..113. 

' THE COURT: All parties,' counsel and j-utors are 

Present, 

Will .counsel approach the bench, pleases 

(THe. following prodeedings were.  had at the 

bench Out of the' hearing a the' jury;) 

THE COURT: }fr. Shinn,. is there any teason.why you 

ere 20 minutes iota-. 

MR.. SHIM There was two wrecks an the Hollywood 

• freeway; 

"THE .COURT: Whetiabout? 

MR. SIAM Right on Ca-hue:4a and one right near 

tHE cant:- I don't think that is a very good 

'excuset,Mr.- 

MR. 	 CoUldn' t. help it. 

,THE :COURT: 	am not going. to accept it any bore. 

I will accept it this tritnining., but do not 

consider that whenever you feel like you .ndoix't want . to 

get here in titge you can ,say.there was a wreck on the 

Hollywood freeway. 

MR. SHINN: You. can ,check with, the Police llepartment. 

THE' COURT; Then start earlier. 

You, kept the. whole couetroom f.1 . of people 
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waiting for 20 minutes for no reason at all as far as I 

can see. 

MR. SHINN: I'm sorry. 

THE COURT: All right. 

MR. KAY: Before I leave, I have been informed that 

Attorney General Younger will be available at the start 

of the morning session tomorrow at about 9:30 so we won't 

have to interrupt anybody. 
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(Whereupon, all counsel return to their 

respective places at counsel table and the following 

proceedings occur in open court:) 

THE COURT: Do you have further examination, 

Mr. Fitzgerald? 

MR. FITZGERALD: Yes. Thank you. 

NOEL SIMON HOCHMAN, 

the witness on the stand at the time of the adjournment, 

resumed the stand and testified further as follows: 

CROSS-EXAMINATION (CONTINUING) 

BY MR. FITZGERALD: 

Doctor, are you familiar with the music of the 

Beatles? 

Yes. 

4 	Are you also familiar with the music of some of 

the other groups including the Moody Blues, the Rolling Stone 

the Greatful Dead? 

A. 	Yes. 

4 	And popular artists such as Dillon and Donovan? 

Yes. 

Are you familiar, in addition to the music, with 

the lyrics of these various artists? 

I don't have any committed to memory. 

But are you generally familiar with the content? 
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Oh, yes. 

2 
	 Of the various lyrics of the groups and 

Individual artists that I have mentioned? 

A. 	Yes. 

To what extent, if any, if You are able to 

0. answer thiS question, to what extent, if any, did the 

muOic or the lyrics o these various artists or people 

influence Leslie Van Houten with respect to the commission of 

these offenses, if any? 

1 think that is an impossible question to answer. 

,, 	it would be impossible for me to measure the 

extent to which they would be inflUenced by the ideas and 

the Verbalizations of these artists, 

R. FITMERALD1 l have nothing further, your Honor. 

• SINN: 1 have no questions, your Honor, 

TEE COURT: Mr, Kanarek? 

MR. XANAREK: Yes, your!"Hator.. 

!• 
• CROSrEAArgNATICW , 

BY ME. KANAREK: 

q • Doctor, you Used fhe Word, . 410grammed. , y
, 

That word has 'sort  are cme " In to ou, usage  because 

of computing machines in recent yearsi right?" ,. r,e  

12 

1'3 

14 

19 

20 

2t 

• 22 

24 
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9 

1-o,  • 

1'6 

17.  , 

Yes,. 

•q, 	can you put yourself back to a time when we 

-didn't have,  computers, when we didnft have them the, stay we 

2 

25 
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have them now/ How would yOtt have used, instead of using 

the word prpgram„ what would you have 	can you 1160 the 

word that 

A technical term would be a conditioned 

response, 

This Would antedate 1B4 and also be more 

professional. That le to sayy a response that you interne-

Iize through a variety or repeated learning experiences. 
Vor instances, a simple example of that is that 

yOu put your finger Into a fire as a child and you, learn 

immediately that that is pain, so .you are conditioned to 

respond by takinsyour finger:away from the flame or avoiding 
' 

a flame. # 	' 

That is' A''IsimPla i4ie.atrial learning 1.tilatidii 

for a conditioned response. 
	 • 

Arid then, obviously',,!more complex learn 

would require more complex conditioning. 

4 	Now, bar way of example;. say that' .someOlo Were ,a 

19 member, for- example, of the Ku Klux Klan.' 

. . 21 
	

If someone were a member of the Ku Klux Klan,. 

22 -'and.Oome other people in the Ku Klux Elan had done somthipg 

23 • improper, flay murder; would you taY that there Would be 

24. otitginta 	 in a 1liembela whii:aidrift - iirlii4-pite in the 

. 25  - purcier? 

NH. BUOLI0814, Calls fora *onolusion; 

THE COURT; Sustained' ' 

26 
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BY IS. KAUREK: 

'. Novo  I hope this is close to your language, 

Of yesterday: 

'Someone can tell yon to shoot a person but the 

: decision to do.it is your own. 

' Do you remember, telling us that yesterday? 

Yea. 

	

c),, 	'What did you mean by that? 

Well, there are two elements in a decision by 

any 'individual., a .conscious and an'unconsciou-s element. 

soMeone tells you t0'. -do something, then' you 

'consciously attempt to weigh the factors., using ego 

function as examples I -cited yesterday. 

And 'then' you try to, arrive at a decision based 

on youre - conseioas thought. - 

Unconsciously :there are" also factors that 

enter into that decisitin, :feelings that you are vaguely 

aware of or are not. aware Of at' 'a11.,. impulses you may or 
e  

	

May not 	awarq 	;e: 	; 

. 	7 	• 

The. lisycliotogicil theary is, these .pnconsCious,  
f - 	 - elements most Often play a' larger .part :the: ;dedision 

than the conscious. 
. 	 Y , 	, 

In an • case the actual 	occoxs 
.,• YOUr'epsychOlogY4 

The other -person acts. as a stimulus to 'you-. 

The processing and. the eventual result, to use 

a 

9 

'I2 

P. 

3.6 

is : 

"P3 

23, 

22 
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I 	• I 

3-2 a computer model, must remain 'inside yourself'. 	' 

- And so- are 'you telling us then lax layman' 

language that when someone takes a knife and stabs, 

that the decision to do that is a personal decision, , 

when that stabbing takes place? 

A 	In the ultimate analysis, it is. 

It is a personal deciSion of the person who 

is doing the,stabbine 

.A 	..Yes. 

'Now, can you give us an example other that r:-. - 

Say we back off from the situation where there 

is a passing away of a human being., where. there is a.  kill-

ing of a.person. 

Would 	can you give us some other example 

• or examples 'ofi this •conditioned response that you are 

thinking oft 

.I think that my pie example, to be very 

simple, about it., could be. used again.- 

. The conditioning that one would lend to the 

decision whether or not to eat the whole pie, to follow 

the impulse to devour the entire pie, the co'n,ditioning, 

that would come in 'opposition to that'vould be all of the 

lessons you learned from your parents, society, your 

nursery school or Sunday School teacher _about greed, 

selfishness, about 'delaying gratification, about not 

eating the whole pie at once. 
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And these would be the conditioned restraints 

2' 
	or the learned behavior, if you like, against following 

your :impulse. 

Q. 	Ind so if you ate the pie, you would be clang 

it ,on your own; that would be a personal decisionci 

Yes, you :w044 be psychologically-  speaking, 

' your id Mould be,01a4natibg your superego restraints4  

B 
	and, thrOiiihthe' agency of the ego,would be eating the. 

'pie, th'Alhole pie;'ndt just one: piece*. 	' • - 
When you areSaying ego,. in .that sense, are 

you 11. sitig it in the 

A 	--"the psychoanalytic sense. 

. Can you give vs the psychoanalytic definition 

Alf ego? 

A 	It is thought to be that portion of function 

that mediates between the impulsive aspect of the person-, 

al.ty and the restraining portion of the personality. 

It has both uncOnscious •and conscious eletaextts. 

Your ego has portions of which you are aware, 

sine the self or thing are elements you are aware of, 

but there are also elements you are still unaware of. that ,-$ 
are in operation and mediating betWeen these two portions 

9 

 

15 

16 

17, 

18 

1.9• 

26 

21 •  

•25 

6. 

 

• 

  

  

of yoUr psychology. 

Now, yay notes indicate that you spoke about 

treatment for LSD. 

Can you tell us 'what treatment ,is there for 
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the tonic user. or abuser of LSD? 

A 	I don't recall Itentto41ng treatment for LSD. 

. I think yOu, stated something that you. were . 

engaged' in activities involving the treatment a people 

who were -chronic — 
. 

A.' 	Chronic drug users, 
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Yea. 

Yes, Well, lettS make the distinction. 
• 

eiee the Use of drugs gs strictly a symptom= 

don't think'there are any drug problems per se. 

think there are only drug symptots, There are 

people problems that express themselves in the taking of 

drugs inappropriately or with Inappropriate results. 

So we treat people whose' symptoms happen to 

have been, perhaps, .drug abuses  but we find that this 

class of individuals frequently have some common 

danotinatOrs s.o we can talk about treating a class of drug 

abusers, 

4 	So if, a ,group of people, the. group of people 

are.-taking- L$D 

& Yea 

And this, group of people congregate together, 

you Would SaY that thegrCup, the indiViduals in that.group 

have •some kind or problem,. ?ecaUse the taking or the LSD 
. 	• 

.is merely syMptbari ; .• 
' 

istelt1;'1.Vant to ,furthe.r. distinguish between, the - 
4 • . 	 A • 

•706..king- of 144 2a114 the symp.tomatietaking;af4;14D., 

Now, we knoW that : a. large percentage, of the 

young ,people' 44 this 'country, from'- Gallup Pala and other 

polls, have taken LSD at- least. Once.. • 	• 
'.11• 	.. 	• 

'The last result, 15 per oent of those under 30. 

years of age, .1.n the latest study. 
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We can hardly say 15 per dent Is symptomatic. 

That is foolish and inappropriateAUdgment.;, 

3 • 
	 JiUt there are individuals%within those who 

4 experimeted with the drugs who are symptomatic, who are - 

PsY011019 14ally disfunctionig, who are not maintaining 

their adaptation to society, who cannot function 

psychologically, Who have other expresSions of dysfundtion« 

And these people are what I would call LSD 

9 abusers or symptomatic LSD users. 

.16 

	

	
And.what would be the treatment of the people 

wherein the SymptOM is the chronic use or abuse of LSD? 

12 
	

!ell, Z will.  give you a little anecdote* 

I worked at Camarillol  running the adOlescent 

14 drug unit out there for six months several years ago 

15 
	

68, X guess it was. 

16 
	 - Whenever,  a cul.18 user was committed for 90 days' 

11 obserVation, my first vestion to him alWays was; 

18. 	 "All your friends are smoking mari4uana; why 

19 are you here? What is it inside of you thatbrought yot 

20 • to the attention of the- law or.the.courts or psychiatry?" 
• 

21 	 'Very shortly my goal was to: get away from dia- 

22 oUSSigaia . 41*  drugs altOgether and diacern what was it inside 

23 : that indiVidual that was emotionally symptomatic that caused 

24 him to seek the gymptomatio use of drubs . 

25, 	 -So All of my treatments or patients have been 

26 person oriented, not drig oriented, The drugs are a red 
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herring, 
4. 	

flaking, for Instance, Leslie Van Houten, in order 

to treat Leslie Van touten,fpr this problem, the chronic   

'use and/or abUse of LSD, would require her to go undet some 

kind of analysis, 

Is that what you are saying? 

A. , Well, 1 think optimally, an intensive paycho-

analytiOally'oriented'relatio4 therapy would be the. treatment 

Of cholos„:yes. 

4 ' ',And then X,gather that you are. sayiUg that the 

treatment that you. have spoken of, this treatment of people 

rather' than of' the Symptom *N-7 

111-huh„ 

Q 	,- would involve 

tech-dues t.  

A, Yea.  

Q 	Is that correct 

would involve the psychiatric 

And would this involVe any Igind of use of 

,druse„. or what does this generally involve Other than 

getting same kind or telationShip with an analyst? 

A.' 	Wells  there are some people who feel that the 

acute, bad reactions to LSI) are beet handled with maj,or 

tranquilizers such• as thorazine, 

Others, who are perhaps 'more expert, feel you 

can 4:1 just as well talking 'with someone who is bad, tripping, 
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Tn my experience that is true. 

So my personal approach is not to use drugs at 

ail 1 would rather substitute a relationship fOr a drug, 

and not interfere with that by substituting another drUF, 

y. if they come in with ,a drug problem; that means looking 

6 ,for goOMpthing through drugS, and I woul&rather.  nbt augment 

7 •  that personal approach. 

-t 

	

	 So l personally do not use drugs in, treatment 

of people who have,  had drug abuse. 
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16 
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Would you tell us what Leslie Van Houten' has 

orkAten to you about,, what she has said concerning, lir. • 

IfansOn? 

A  !lay I read yoU my notes on that/ 

•, Certainly. Certainly., 

A' • The words that come to mind let's gee 

the,  words that tome aasili to mind tome about he X" 

statement; about him were her adjectives like beantifu4 

peateful, ,  serene. together:, 

Then she would describe him as having a total - 
avareness. Totally on top of his thought is a phrase 

that all of them he used, 

I am not sari what, that means exactly but 

have a feeling for it. 	• 

She describes him as beautiful, bat not in tt 

physical sense. 

I will remind you what she said yesterday about 

his being short and that turned her off a little bit. 

wasn't pretty like Bobby. 

These are the things that come immediately to 

mince 

She talked very briefly about his philosophies 

or philosophi4ng* but ''dented any particular interest of 

her own in that.  h'edauSe she had always seen herself as not 

intellectually inlinedktrphilostvhicallybent.' 

further, she denied later being influenced by 
. .1 • • 
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4 	A 

4.,  

him, in the ffener41' category of not being infiuenaed' by 

anyone, not trilsting anyone', bavi*n9 *4-fot 110YOne 

since Sadie did what she did, quote unquote. 

Can you tell uia *at you  :as a 'PO0144tfiat, 

believe was 'going through Leslie Van Haute& s mind from the 

time.. she entered the La Bianca: ,home until she started 

the stabbing? 

BUGLIOSI: That is too brood and ambiguous. 

UNARM: He is- the psychiatrist, your Honor. 

NR. BUGLIOS1: Calls for' a conclusion. 

,RA.NWIC,:, He has spoken with the lady.' tie has 

made his analysis,. He, if anyone, can give an opinion. 

THE COURT: Are yoU able to answer such,* question, 

Doctor? 

ThE WITNESS.: On the basis of an assumption, yes, 
4 

rout Hondr. 	• 

On the aswaRption, that she was on LSD, 1 thinkl  

1 would have some feeling or some opinion of what was goiti 

through her mind. 

,141Z. KAMM: Us. Assume that, Doctor. I think. 

we 6in all agree that that is the case. • 	' 

SWUM: Wait a while,. 1 object to that 

question. 

THE COTAT: Just a moment . . 

There is no sixth agreement, Mr. Kanarek,, 

24 
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2 

MR, 'I AM 	'defy well., 

4 	Aasumingt  DoOtort  that she was under the 

influence or L$D, would you give us the ansWer? 

Yes. 

Ber description of what was going on, 1 think, 

would be compatible with an average LSD experience, 

There is the-presence of a lot of what we call 

in pSychiatry primary process thinking, 

Now, that is the kind of thinking that a child 

400S or an infant does. Not an infant, bit say two 0r . 

three yeAro old at the ,oldest. Thinking in immediate 

 

4 ':  
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'21 

25.; 

26 

response to immediate stimUlus. Thinking without a sense 

.of well-defined self, Thixikin4 in association, in.free, 

assaciations. Following stimuli. 

I think that kind of thinking would :be 

characterized by kind of an innocence where one could 

4ttuallY See a murder scene or someone tied ups  as she 

alleges to have seen it., and respond with the kind of a 

simple surprise. 

."Oh, wow.", 

1 think that is the kind of thing that was 

.going on when she first came int  as she describes it. 

Nowt  her thinking during the commission of the,  

murderi„ I could Only speculate about again, and take on 

the basis of what she has toldne, 

think that her tilinking was *van more 
!motional priative at that point,UriVen by impulses'or 

• I  

  

M.. 
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content Inside herself, not too mulch organization in the 

2 thinkipco It is more reflexive than•refleati've. Thoushts 

8 coming in a rush without too mt1cti Organization.. 

4 	 '7tis is what she teiekbes to me, 
. 	. 

Ard vituld. yOu define the difference or tell us 

the difference'betwoen refi;xiyeand*repeecii4?: 

A. 	Reflective thinking is not a psychological 

• • 

r • •' 

	

9 	 ' It la kind of ageneral term for the sort of 

ro thinking, you' dd when you have- a strongsense,: Qiseit, Your 
• ; 	• 	.. 

xt' thinking ia•goal-directed. You hate some goal in mind in 

what you are thinking about, 

	

I3. 	 hike; .Whatam I going to have t'ot' supper 

tonight? 'And I am thinking about,the possibilities. 

	

Xs 	 ' That is In contrast to reflexive thinking„ which. 

is like thoUghts immediately in response to some stimulus' 

. 17 without a direct, withoUt an organized train of thought; 

.To think about food and think about something you had last 

'week,' and then the next thought,is: yhere are .You, going this 

o week? And the next thought it, thiii kind of thing. Without 

	

,.21 	too much lOgical connections that we could say was con=. 

2g' • tattered or goal,-directed„ 

23;  

24 

26 • 

term, It is /fly own term, 

11b 
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.3 

Q 	Your medical psyChiatric opinion is that 

Leslie vas --.her action was reflexive at the time when . 

she did what she did in connection with Mrs. La. Bianca? 

A 	X think it was more primitive thinking than, 

it was what we would call secondary process or adult level 

thinking,. 

When you use the word "primitive" in that 

sense, Doctor, what do you mean? 

A 	lam referring again to that level of child-' 

like thought; or early childhood thought, where it is not 

well organized and not goal-directed and the sense of 

ego,isn't strong to constrain and edit and limit the 

direction of the thought process. 

q 	you mean, like, fOr instance, would this-be an 

example. Where a little child might take an expensiVe 

crystal, a piece of c.ostai, not thinking, not knowing 

anything about it, and,thraw it. on the floor? ...lust 

something:like- that? 

A' ' 'That wOuldSe. a good we4mpli'of child-like 

thinking and child-like action, with poor restraint, a 

	

more impulsive thoughts 4 : ‘4  z; 	 i 
.., 	 . 	" '-4 

• I was going to give you au.  example, a more 
, 	,, 

coon' experience, if you' ever have'seen. Someone with a 

high fever, where they are. kind of delirious) free-

associating, that you .vault often follow or doesn't make 

sense-  to the listener. 
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Q 	. Is the word l'primitive,'!.Doctor, as you use it, 

is .that a psychoanalytic term? 

A 	Yes. It is *.ot term used in psychoanalysis. 

CI 	Now, you said -- you•gave us some Frenoh term 

for a. SVokip of three? - 

A 	Yes. Menage atrOis, 

And then there is a word for a group 'Of four? 

A 	'Menage a •quatre 

• Is there some word for a group of 501 Does 

•ptychOanalysis cover large grotps? 

Well, I don't think we ,have ever thought that 

arge4. butthere must be a. 'French word for 504.  

Q- 	Say there is a grOup of 50' people who are 

together.soMe way or another, 'they live togeth.ei. Is . 

_there 'any particular term for it, Doctor?. 

s No* 

Q ;For a large, grow of 'people? 

A. 	A menage. 

A menage? 

A 	Yet. 	• 

Q 	And what its a menage? 

It it a group. It a Frer4Oh for a group, a 

collection a mix..  

Q I think you said words to' the effect that Mr. 

Manson's philosophy was not 'Leslie 'tan ilouten's trip; 

words! to that effect, Doctor. , 
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No. 

X said- that she stated that she wasni.t 

tripping on philosphy. That wasn't her thing. She wasn't 

inclined to be philosophical, 

Now, having all ,pf the background of Leslie,  

Van 001.#:exit - having eveiything that you know about her, 
e 	 • 

including yoUr e*amiikation of her, would 'you say that is 

true, that she is cared :d when she geld that 'she is not • 
at intellectual type person? 

• X would say slie -4S terribly intellect4lizing 

in the psychological sensel  that she uses intellectual 

vieChanistas and 	 defend heriel7PSychnlogicaiXY. 

tut 1. would say it As true that she is not 

trA3,17-  intellectual, 

4b-3 

z. 

18 

19* 

20.'' 

21 

22 

.23 

24 

'26 

••. 

25 

1.e • 

• 
4 

12 

26,192 
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.10 

16 

1.8 

19  
, 	- 

20 • 

21 ; 

23.  

24 

26 

4 	What Jo the differente,LItWeSi intallectuE91Xing 

and being intellectual, Doctor? 

A. 	Intellectualizing is the psychological process, 

in which you, rationalize everything you dO. You have an 

excuse or eiplanation for yourself. It is called 

intellectualization, findingfratiOnal reasons for what y-ot 	• 

are doing, ignoring any emotional or impulsive aspect of it. 

That is the psychological term. 

Being intellectual is 4 very general and hard 

to define term. I aM not sure that anyone agrees in what 

that 'means. But I would peraonally think that would mean a 

fondness and inclination, a pleaseure with matters that Aro 

intelleCtuall  reading, study, scholastic pursuits with 

knowledge,  for the sake of knowledge. 

I don ,"t think that is her. I do think she is 

rationalizing and highly intellectualizing. 

,And rationalizing, is that another word for 

intelleatualizing? 

A. 	Yes. I think those are synonymous, essentially. 

Now, do you„,having, examined tealio and knowing 

everything that you know so far concerning this case, 

Doctor, would'yoU say that htp feelings toward Bobby 

Beausoleil were stronger feelings than her feelings for 

Charles Manton? 

I =now speaking in the romantic tense, Doctor. 
A. 	I think her relationship with BOby, in some 
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26,194 

4 , 

• 

way, -was more romantic, but also .perhaps:Moresuperficiali 
• 

4 
. 	

. 	. 

I think her relationship with Mr. 24e.nstto tas-  more 
• 

psychologiSaIly rooted and more prafotindl,Aerhaps in that 
3 t 

way. 	• 

4 	When you say profound,-Doctbr; what do, ydg, mean? 

Deeper, more pervasive, more essential, 

Tvehologically speaking. 

4 	'What is that word "essential's? 
a.  

9 

	 rt,means. goin4 to her essence, her psychological 

essence. 
• 10 

Yes. • 

cz, 	Vali., Doctor, dd you feel that she considered • 

Bobby 11,4usoloil to be -- that'she considered him not only 

rOmantically, but fihe Considered him as a brother in the 

sense that ahe was livin4 with him along with. the Pther-

'people at the Zpahn Panch? 

A. - Yes'i .But 1 think that the kind of charisma, 

the kind Of,poWer- that he ta0 agol.gmed..bi her, because•of 

her psychca(10 was not .as.  great as that or Mr. Manson. 

Mr.ManSon 'a influence seemed to be, seethed. to 

meet more of her psychalo$1cal needs, 1, would speculate;, 

4- 	When you say Mr. Mansonts influence,. what are you 

basing this ont 

In other words4  upon what do on base that, 

fe0110$ Of -influence? 

• is  

.12 

13; 

14 

1,6 

.20 

Is 

22 

22 

24 

25 

26,  
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L95 

6 , 

9 

10 

11 

'12 

-13 

16' 

20 

' 	I 
21 

Well X have to be candid with you that my 

feelings-,. 

Ar 	That is what we `want, Doctor. We want. you to be 

candid. 

A. 	I.want to say that my' feelings about.that'are 

changing as ; have cc-me to know more about the situation. 

last night I interviewed the ether two,girls, 

and sone things .happened there that gave- me some additiOnal, 

insight.,. I think, on Leslie. 

Like the repetition by the other two.girIS of 

certain key phraSes. Certain words were used exactly the 

Flame Way, by ail of them,, mooting Charles Manson., 

It seems that be 09.10. at least in terms of the 

verbalizations, has a veryf,Wiortant influence upon them. 

His ideas seetto b there., Whether they axe aware of it or 

not.. 

kvisrl to the-. extent' of the same terminolMs 

repeated hours apart front,one - ano_ther without knowingjhat 

the others are talking about the same phrase$,•aboutthe 

same things.' 

Now, having in mind, Doctor, having that in mind 

 

22' 

23 

 

.et me withdraw that. 

Vor instance, in AmeriCan history there was an .  

expression that we probably all 'remember: Tippitanoe and 

Tyler, too. 	- 

- bo yOu'remember that? 

A. :Zee. 

24 

25  

 

26 
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-4  

6 6 

,5  9 

10 

7,1 

12: 

13 

19 

22 

26,10 

Would you say that everyone who was for 

Pr'esident Tyler, or something like that, what they did 

would not. go -upon the shoulders of President Tylerwho 

isi..ppened to be running under that slogan.; is that right?' 

Mi. SUGLIQS/: Irrelevant. Calls for a conclusion. 

IXIURT1  And it is also ambiguous • 

Sotained. 

XANAUK: 4 	We are enfgaged here in a, supposedly, 

criminal trial. 

A., 	Yes. 

4 	• Where we are tryipg to assess criminal 

reapOnsibilitY. 

So, because someone ,happens to repeat and happens 

' to-say what -other .persona happen; .4o  feel or say, VOctort  , 
does not Mean that -theipiersibi Who is being quoted. has 

criminal' respons bilit for-::the.444to ,0114',t40,,persop 

the quoting; is that right/   

. 	 Ambiguous land ireeievant 

TOB COURTt sustained.' 

a. 

1.‘ 

14R-,atTAligitt 	Tell 1,k5,•0  Poctor,, ,tat 111.34 t;hp- 

statements that, were commbn that these other, girls mentioned, 

to yOu. 

23 	
In describing Qharles as -- he was like an 

24•  
empty or open holes They repeated this frequently, all Of 

. 

In describing him as being an the bottom looking; 
25 

them. 
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• P.' 
1s1 

12, 

15. 

'14 

18 

19 

'21 

22 

24' 

25 

25 

?6,19? 

up:, 
J. 

Desoribing,himas being total awareness. 

Peseribipg frequent and incessant proOlamations 

that everything is now, there is no time, , there is 'no 

rUture and ,'here is no 

There is no reality. The $ocial consciousness, 

is going psychoti6, 

And a variety Q. other; thints • 
, 

J• 	0.7 
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571. Have you heard a song that is popular like 

6 . 

15 

1,6 

 17• 

• .18 

19- 
, 

20 

• 22,  

'25

26 

• t 

.16 

14 • 

9 

7 

right toatty, wherei  in part of the-language of that song 

is: 

"Tomorrow i$ out of sight and yesterday 

4.0.1  Me." 
Have you.heard that song? 

A 	No, not that one-. 

But, in other words, t ►is type of. thinking 

certainly not Amity*? 

'A 	No. 

Q 	To Charles Manion? 

SO., by no means. 

This type of thinking permeates the youth of 

our country all the way. from Maine to California and from; 

Washington, to Florida, right? 

A 	Yes, yea. 

Q. 	,mod. dart of this thinking has to do with:the 

tYietnimWar, with the strife that is going on in this 

country—between various group$4.  

is that -right?. 

A 	Yes. 

And so, is it a fact that you personally as 

a psychiatrist have ,obterved this type of phenomenon in 

many many subjects?  
- 	• 

A 	.what x ii'Untomfortable about now is the idea 

that .:t*e 'is conscious .intentionality involved in this. 
, A 

V 
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25 

26 

12 

16. 

•17 

26,199 

I have not talked to Mr, Manson; I have no idea 

what his iatentiOnality wee, consciously. 

I do know all of these girls have a history of 

Ao 

4 'a persistent search for something, some activity or softies - 

ore to fill their psychological needs. 

think that this search ended up on the: Spahn 

Ranch,- on the volition -that is the incorrect word. 

On the motivation of their unconscious contents, 

their psychOlogical contents. 

Mr.. Manson seems to fit their- need* much better 

• than. anyone else. 

Now, what part of that was intentianal on his  

Pert i have.no idea; I can, only speculate. 

The part that was lying ,dormant or latent. 

'inside of them, I think I can -speak to- and I think, it is 

obvlousiy-  there and it was always there. 

So I don't 'want to be the indicter of anyone.. 

I am merely describing a psychological content 

of what I think happened thexe. 
w. 

.q 	If I want to play football and I am a good 

.football' player in' high' school}  in Nebraska, I might end 

up at MC "or UCLA 4- in fact, a whole group. of people from 

. parte of the United States and perhaps the *4101e world 

*44 up IA variolis institutions of learning because of some 

common --, some common desire to,: say, play football .or. 

basketball.? 

6 

7 

13 • 

2/ "- 

23 ' 

'.1 	2 	. 
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2: 

5 

A- 	Yes. 

q 	Or study theplogy?,' 

A 	t •  
CI: :  Or literatUre,- right?,,  isn't,that Forrece ,, , 

	

,_, 	,.. I 	., 	,, 	,,, . 	. 	., 	.....•_ 	, 
A , 	• Yes. 	

,,, , , ..- 

4 	Now, no human beidg has! the' power to..pro$r4tut 
.. 	,, 	,' 	5 

die whole world, does he/,' 

A 	Not to. my Itnowli44p, 	; 

140 human being has a magnet 

The Spahn Ranch, after all, as we look back, 

if we look back a few years, no one no one even heard 
11 

of the Spahn Ranch*. right? 
2.2 

Right. 
13. 

14 
	 YOU did not hear of the Spahn Ranch until 

• 
Is 1 these matters came to your attention. . 

to that a fair statement?. 
16 

A 	That is correct. 

So that Kr. Mansbn or Mr. Spahn or whoever it 

vas - at the Spoilt Ranch had no power, I guess we can agree 
19 

on that, to just go out and drag people in because Of some 
20.  

" of some strange Far Rastern,forcet  metaphysical force. 
21  

=MOM. Ambiguous,' calls for a COACIUSiCnI. 
22 

COMM Sustained. 
23 

BY tit. 	K: 

Now, for instance, are yoU familiar with the 
11110 	?5' 

* Fountain of the World? 
26 
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19 

20 

21 

22 

1 

4' 

24 

25 

26,211 

9 

Jo 

11 

Now, X gather that in. your work you have -- you 

have -- 

You have had'subjects °IASI:de .Of drug involver 

ment'W4O have had problems with. the -opposite 8.44 -or they 

hard some kind of an underlying psychiatric or psychological 

problem involving focus •on another human being-, either * 

man-or •a woman, right? 

• A 	Yes, 	• 

_14 	Now, it is not limited to these three girls,. 

is. it., the fact that they array like a man who tells them to 

get Joist, 	
4 s.  

The . mare he *0,16,i:hem to get lost, the more 

they' like hiisi 
• 

Isn't this sort 'of outside ;of the Spahn,ginch 

this phenomenon exists in, -our society? . 
, 

13MIOST: •Asstislitig- facts tot in ,esiidatice.+ 

'Tttg Calk% Overruled, yOu'imay answer, 

THE WITNESSi Yes, 57. 4u 	COndition; typically 

in the masochistic personality and very commonly in the 

alcohiiiic is wife, :one 	the , maj ox tasks I have had in 

tale past in dealing successfully with An alcoholic's wife 

.to get her to look at the p,oint that it is her that is 

keeping her there. 

That it is the part of her that is inflicting 

this Acilid of sabotage or 'puniab*nt Upon herself. 
• 
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Is 

4 

You.  know„, it" s part of this record and part of 

what,. you;know, there isn't Mu.ch talk here about Mr.-Watson, 

bit he, for instance, .be has ',been• pOrtrayed to us as .a 
- 	.• 

person from Textis., .a man with some college 

education. ! 	• 

pci 5'ou know all. 

c 

' 

have beard' that 

26,212 

ilY ?fa; UNARM 

	

Q 	And outside of the focus of the fact that 

this being. a Larder trial, there 	 *- in these 

relationships,' as far as these girt -are concerned, there 

is sort of a relationship with Her. N.anson that a lot of 

females haVe as far as: the opposite sex is concerned? 

	

. A 	Yes, historically there is no •tluestian they 

have tremendous appeal,. I think, .on a psychological -basis 

to a,  large number of girls who share some of the Woe 

psycho dynamic's. 

	

Q 	Now, may I ask you, having -- 

There lurks in this pictUre a man named Mr*. 

	

13 	'Watson, 	right? 

i4 	A 	Yes. 

16 - 

• 17 

.18 

19 

20. 

5c fIs.v. '21  ' 

•gZ 

23' 

24 
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• 2 

4 

1 	6i'213  

4 	All right, What is Tour ,Opinipt, 	yOtihave an 

opinion as VO the effect of the presence of Tex Watson in 

these events? 

No, I dor 0t, 

5 	 I only haviote feeling or response to that, 

s. and that Is an Observation as 4 psychiatrist that there is 

7 ngt much said or made ot him in the discusSlon of the. glrls„ 

which then is indirect evidence to me as a psychiatrist ' 

9 that be is not assigned a terrible amount -, a large amount 

lo of Psychological importance, 

4 	Now,. by psychological importance„ what you are 

12 talkits about is .in terms -, 

13 	 What do you mean by that, psychological imPor- , 
14. taft901-  

. 15 	d. ' Well, I know if someone talks about something 

16 Continuously, I would say that is of importance to them 

17 psychologically. 

18 	 they are preoccupied with something, I would 

19 'say that is Important, 

io ' 	 if they never discUsa somethitgi then there. are 

Z. two possibilities 

'22 	 There is a repression of the subject, or it is 

23 , not important 

find no evidence that they are repressing any 

feelinss or opinions or data.  about Tex' Watson. There la kind 

26 . of an indifference'to him. 
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2 

4 

4 	To Mt. Watsonl 	 .". 	f 	4 	7  ; • " 
. 

Ar 	Yes, relative to 'the sAount of time and ;6tiei3Y '.' 

and pSyChoIogical. energy that Is .expended on C#41estAanson. 
. 	i  ! 

4 	Noll you know., of course, that Mt. Watson has- not 

. come to trial ,yet. 

6 

7 

..4 

9 

10 

11 

12 

14 

4 

YeEt4 

4 	And directlpg your•attention War 

Irould you say that V;r0 1,:ansfn was a. father 

figuro? 

I think 'unquestionably. 

Now, if I have my father, that I have had e. 

relati-onship for a long time with, and I_gb out and Commit 

murder and I have someone,with to Who actually haS Vied 

someone up, as Mt. Watson did. 

Would you say that as fai as the actual event 

Of the murder is concerned, the triggering of that murder, 

that Mr. Watsonts presence there in doing what he' did, 

keeping in mind the primitive -- that, type of reaction. that 

1 have spoken of -- would you say as far as the actual 

murder is concerned what Mr. Watsbn- did Is of much.  greater 

Significance in connection with those murders than the fact 

that I had, a father figure Somewhere? 

Assumet faCts not in evidence, 

ambiguous, calls for a, cox. 

THE COURT: Ana d-cinIpOund. 

Sustained. 

 

 

18 

 

19. 

21 

23 

 

25 

 

26 
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Q 	$Y 	ICANAREIC: 7°4 have told us, Doctor, you 

have told us that when. Leslie .committed 	did what she did, 

with the knife, that. she was. at an animal level. 

That is what she told me. 

. 	And I gather your analysis., and your .medical 

opinion as a psychiatrist is that that is the truth? 

L 	That would be commensurate and •compatible.ititb. 

primary process thinking and, that Would be typical of an 

LSI) experience at certain, intense points. • 

4: 	• And so ..as you sit there-  on the witness Stand 

yOur statement is that that is the truth. That is your 

real onable Modical.opiniOn„ is that correct, that she was 

Operating 'at the .animal level? 

I x41.1st admit I am not totally convinced. 

"There is no Way of convinting me - no evidence • 

convinced me they were on LSD.. 

have only their description, the description 

fits what knovr  

'It makes sense to me,' but I cannot be absolutely 

certain it, is true. 

If it is true, then Would say whit you say is 
• 

correct. 
4 

4e11.,aiuming,poctor„assuming that, 	that, is 
. 	 - 

part of our assumption here that' she' .was under- the inflUence 

of /41:1 
V 

r 

xa 

. 12 , 

13 • 

t4 

15 

16 

17 

18' 

W .  

2). • 

;22, : 

24 

25 

26 
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8 

10 

12 

• Is 

16' 

• 17 

18 

19 

24 

'4 • 

22 

23 

24 

• 26 

26,.16 

-- then,, taking that all of that into 
e • 

cOnegid4ratAX41, would :yOu.say that she was operating 

at what you halow.lolti its, yob used, the wford1:,4o11sair she, 

used, she. used the words "animal level"? 

4. 	Yesip 'behaving ke ail aigmc,i'anims4 Nnatiait t 

are the exact words she used. 

4 	All right, then, do you 'believe as you sit there 

now on the' Witness stand that such was in fact the cane, 

that she was funcbioning at the animal level? 

IL 	With that assumption, yes, 

Q 	, All right, no A.' is it a fact that the triggering 

mechanism, when .someme is Under the influence of.LSDI  as 

to what they do, whether they step out of a 13,story wiaclow 

or Whether-they stab someone, that in the context of events 

es they are unfolding, there 4 a triggering mechanism? 

I would be hard pressed to convince myself of 

the triggering effect' of a single factor in that situation. 

As I have said before, I think that what 

happened 

/ think whenever -- Whatever happens under a. 

psychedelic trip is the influence of the pharmacological 

effect of the drug, the psycholOgiCalset of .the individual 

who ingested that drug., and the environmental stimuli and 

circumstanceS in which they find themselves. 

Q 	All right, then, analyzing those three kaotorS 

at the La Bianca home -, 
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'3 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Yes. 

313 it for instance the envirOnmental factors 

One very important environmental factor would 

certainly be when she wp.lkS into the-  ro0m.and sees a 

subject, a person tied behind his back with 101r. Watson 

standing there, a persons  a brother of hers that she 

lives With? 
, * 

Yes. 	 . 

4 	That woUllt certainly, be a very important part 

of,the environt*teao faAto,. right,?, • • 

Yeti. 

4. 	And she then .goes'.  into rOOmi She 
q 

into a: room and. functions- at 	Emil level? 

• 

14 
	 .116a. 	 , 	3 

15 
	 4- 	That is part of the result •of being a chronic 

user ftnd abuser of LSD, is that right? 

No,, I would Say that is more of the result of 

• the acute effects of the drug. 	 .r• 

19 	 4 	The acute effects of the drug right now upon 

20  

21. 

22 

. 23 

• , 	24 • 

:her so. 

A. 	Yes. 

somewhere it her brain? 

Tes. 

Is thAt right?. 

All right, now, when she dots that, when she does 

16 

7 
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A • 
' • ) 

t 

2). 

;22 

at.;141k$ • 

What she did, the eff4ot of Mr. Watson in that.soene is 

much more profound than the fact she has a father 4gure, 

whether he is in Inglewood .014  Mobile,. Alabama or the Span 

Ranch.. 

A. 	I Would not agree with that. 

• 

, • 19 

'14 

15 

16 
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So you are saying that Mr. Manson was a father 
figure to these people? 	

W

t • • 	• 

8 

26,219 

61 All right. 
Then you. tell us why that isn't so. 

A 
	

The question remains why they were there in the 

6 

first place. What was influencing that decision or that 

course of action. 

• The question remains what part of her values 

has she given ,.- what part of her values have been solidified 

'or made more specific through the ideas)  concepts and words 

Of the others, particular* Mr. Manson. 

Prom the psychological point of view, in the 

Unconscious, as 1. pointed-out.,, there,is 40 time or 

'distance.' Sc,' 	the father is with you everywhere you go. 

how you deport yourself from now is a function of -how. you 

feel, .yoUr parents wish., you. They are 'with you even when 
they are 20 years, dead.. 

So, in that sense, psychologically speaking, 

Kansan was with them whether he was there or not.. 

Hanson was with them, but so may avilitary ' • 

figure ,or so may be the President of the 'United States or 
.6eughis Khan., 

1, don't think "e Ispeople)  those figures, 

have as much psychologicaliimiortanct as the extensive,. -.y 
exquisite importance:of one's parents) parent figures and 

A 	 .4 parent sOrrogites. 

13 

15 

Ys 

18. 

14 

26. 
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t 
Yl 

20 

21' 

gr • 

• 

A 	Yes. 

Would you say that that was, that those wounds' 

are an example of perseVeration, assuming that Leslie Van 
Houten was under the influence of LSD? 

BVGLIOSIt Ambiguous and calling for a conclusion# 

Mg. EA14AREK: Your Honor, he has a 1 the evidence in  
25 

26. 

Yes. go was a surrogate 40.r.the, 0401PP-s- 
o, 	But if Mr.. Mandon Was In bed-  slieiting with a 

girl named Stephanie Schram and these people went off and 

4 did what . ,they did % you Certainly -- think we would agree 

that lir. Newsom would have no Criminal responsibility' 

6 for what went 'on ini that' house,. 

?. 	 BUGLIOSIt Oh, that calls fOr a conclusion, 

8 • 	COURT; Sustained. 

BY Ms EANAREK:' 

tiow,'I show you People's Exhibit 93. 

Ai o it l tell you to'assume that this is Mts. 

'La Bianca 0,- do •you  see that? 

13 	 A 	Yes. 

14 	 14 	Do you ,see 'those stab wounds? 

is 	A 	Yes. 

16 	 Q 	On the buttocks. area of Mrs. La Bianca? 

17 	 Yes. • 

. 18 	 Q, 	looking at'those wounds, Doctor, would 

9-  : you say that 	am I pronouncing this right -,-.persevera. 

tiOnl 
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fro;xt of himi 

.'111E COURT: 	.1 think that is only one assumption* 

What are the .other assumption* implicit in 'the 

- questiont 

•I think there„ is no .foundation .for the vies

tiOno. Mrs Kanarek.. You, 'will have to indicate *That astunip- 

t40310 the doCtor is basing his answer on., 

14:1i. RAY AREX: 7 W 11 be ,glad to r  

THECCOURT: Are you assuming all the facts in .the 

hypothetical questior4. for example? 

}111.6" ICAXAREK: 	your Honor*  he has spoken of -- 

1 don't thf vie are limited; your Honor, to — 

• nit COURT: 1 em, merely indicating to you the pro14ein,. 

Mr. ganarek,, 

Refreme your questio44 

• 7 	4, 

r n  
r 

4 

, 261221 

2 

6 

7 

9 

10 

12 

13 

14 

1. 15 

16 

17 

10, 

19 

20 

.21 

23 

24 

25 

26 
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24 

25 

6,22Z, 

MR. WARM: Well-, 	$ , do fit. that way. 

•Let's assume in the interest of -- you Nave 

'read the hypothetical questions?' 
	 . t.  

A 	Yes. 

q 	'All right. 

Let's take first, Doctor, the first hypothetical 

question. 

Do you have that in mind? 

A 	yes. 

:And then add .to that those set o *satiated facts: 

Assume that that is •Xra. La Bianca after she 

parsed away, and those are the stab wounds that you_ see in 

that colored photograph.. 

Would you say that that. 	an example of the 

phenomenon that you have vaned perseveration in your 

testimony? 

A• 	Assuming that the person who inflicted these 

Wounds Was under the influence of LSD. 

I would. call that perseverative behavior. 

" Now, Doctor, at the time, then, at the time 

that those wounds were being inflicted, she was at the 

animal' level that you are speaking of. 

Was Mr. Mattson in 'her mind? Can you 'give us 

Your reasonable medical opinion? 

A ' 	I think that nothing:vas, in her mind except 

26 reflexive responses-•  to the .stimulus that was going on at 
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the moMent., 

Q 	Of what vast goingon.„ including having just, 

moments before, seeing Mr. Watson' 	next to a male person,  

that was very tied up? 'And by tied up., I mean literally 

tied up, very tied up, with •his hands behind his back, 

A 	Yes, she had . seen that earlier 

, • Now, if you can, DoCtor, .having ire mind. this  

perseveration, before the first wound vas inflicted, • 

Doctori 	you take the assumed facts that you have read, 

would.you say the triggering mechanism for the very first 

movement of that knife was Mrs. La Bianca with the upraised 

lamp in ,the: immediate physical proximity of Leslie Van 

houten? 

A 	X would say thstt Mrs. 74 : Bianca's move 

triggered Leslie's fighting response. • 

' Which was the movement with the knife? 

A , ' 	TO knock her down„ to get on top of her, to 

cover, her up with a 	- 

But 1 dbalt have, in my•OWn mind, a satis-

factory explanation: of what might have triggered the actual 

stabbing. 

(:). 	Well, if, Doctor,. on top of that, you include 

the. yelling of the words "I am going to call the police„" 

or •"Police,".  or "help," to a peson who is under the 

tufiuence of LSD, having chronically used it and abused it 

fOr a long pgrig4 -of time; do you have an opinion as to - A 	 e * 
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whether that would be a triggering mechanism? 

A 	If, indeed, she was experiencing as xauch fear 

and paranoia es she alleges to:14Iva been.  experiencing !ander 

the influence of the drug.,- hen "Police, police, police° 

6b fl 	tight have done that.; 

9 • 

xa. 

iL

12 

1$.  

16 .  

].,7;  

1$, 

20 

.21 

22 

23 

'24 ; 

25 

26• 

t` • 
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If I may, DoCtor, I have here 

May I approach the witness, your Honor? 

THE COURTi YoumaYd. 

. (Mr. 4narek approaches the wietnes4.)  

-By MR. KANAREX4 I have Peoples Exhiblt-237,. 

• which I believe is an autopsy picture., 

The color photograph is taken at the home, and 

'this one ia taken at autopsy. 	 • 

It you would view that, Doctor.. 

(Witness vieWs!) 
f i  

	

4 	Yes. . ."*„' 
(t.  

KR.,KAFARgli: And People's 233. 

TRE'paiNEBB: q_. 

	

Q 	Br MR. KANAREK: Having viewed those piCtures,' 

	

Motor, 	would you saY 
	

aildassioi4i4 the Othery44s that' 

	

We have 	spoken pf 	that„,thia.la -- what we view here 	it& 
) 	! 

an example.of perseveration'that youhave,spoken of? 

Withthe same assumption, yes.,  

Now, you have'Spoket, DoctOr, you have said --

you mentioned the word tear, that Leslie Van Houtet had, 

that she'apOke to you about. 

	

.A. 	Yes. 

Do you have any reason. tell, us candidly ,-

do you have any reason to believe she .is not telling you the 
truth When she tells you what. she is sayipz she recalls 

concerting these events just prior' to the time that the 

1.4 • 

17 

39 

- 2I 

22 

24 

24. 

1110 	25 

26 
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2 

4 

.5 

7 • 

g. 

 

10 

stabbing. movement took place? 

11; 	Yes, I have, fi haVe a feeling. X can,t,give it 

rational basis for being dUbious. 

_ All right. 

Tell us why you ate dubious, Doctor. 

L 	Because there has been so , much lying. Because 

-there have. been so many versions., Because there is so little 

trot in. her. relating to anyone. Because it is in her 

interest to be lying. Becouse•it is not without precedent 

iri this courtroom. 

'That is on the ,side that makes me disbelieve. 

There .1s a side, there is an argument that makes 

mo believe ,it in terms of the cOherency of the story and 

thecsporitaneitY with which she prodUced certain details which 

do affirm what X would have 'been looking,. for as an LSD 

experience, because what she describes is so typical of 

the L$D experience end the kinds of emotional experience' 

people, have to specific stimuli during the expevionee.,,, 

BecauSe it would be easier for mo to understand, 
19 

20 rationally such an action, which is basically an irrational 

21
action. To understand the irrationality. 

22 	 .T .amsorry, Doctor. Would you say that again? 

It makes it easier for me to comprehend this 

24 kind Of-  irrationality.. 

4 	Yes. _ 	
I ' 

26 	 144 	It stemsithat the degree'-- well, I don't want 
4 

• .• 

-t • 
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tO,go into it much further. 

This is a terriblyirrational'aotthis number 

Oi woundi. 

rt,is a terribly irrational act; right? 

' A. . 	Yes. 

COURT: We will take ohr recess at thia time,,  

Ladies and. gettlmen, do not converse with 

anyone ox' form or express ,any opinion regarding; penalty, 

until that• question is finally submitted to you. 

The' Court.wilI recess for 15 minutes. 

(Recess.) 

' 

4 

1 	' 

S 	- 

14* 

i 

20 

:22 

ro 

- 17 

18 
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7 
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10 - 

11 

12. 

14 

16,  

16 

17 

18 

19 

21 

22 

23 

24: 

26 
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TM WORT:, All part*, dt‘nsel and jurors are' 

present.* 

You,maY continua, Mr Xsinarek. ,  

1111.* XANAREK: Thank you5  your Honor, 

you were 'spealcint, ' tioctor
.

w pnl:1 X ram ooh ̂  if 

I didn't hear correctlyi' but I. :don't want to.  paraphrase it 

improperly 	you said something/concerning the lies that 

h4ve gone:on." in the courtroom, -or sorseth, 	like that; 

right? 

A, 	Yes. 

. 	How do you 'know there are any lies as to ' 

in*tters where y6u were not; here?.  

based upon "what the girls have told me. 

.All right.. 

Now, beginning With . Leslie Van Houten. 

A 	Yea' 

Q 	Would you tell us where has she told you she 

lied? 

- 	A 	Let's see. 

I have a great deal of information going through 

my head from all three, sa I  have to Bort it out as best I 

can, 

My statement was based mainly on what Sadie 

told me lot night. 

She said, you knows  I have lied. I lied on 

. the stand. 
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She said: . I wa,0 mealymouthed on. the stand. , 

Those are her exact words in talking about, the 
, 	• 

man murder. 

That she indeed was used to violence. That 'she 

had been in the street scene. 

She testified that she had not been used to 

violence. She said that was not true. She 

She said that ,when she talked to Ron/. Howard 

and Virginia Ortham'that she had blown, -- she used Manson, 

she said,. to instill, fear into these women that,the felt 

frightened :of in ,the jail „situation so that -they would leave 

'c.2 

6 

7 

az. 

13 

14 • 

15 

16 

17 

her alone. 

She fel ,that the prosecution had told lies 

in advancing ;the lielter Sielter.theery,;' a  ,  

Those are the things;that inisediately ,thiqk 
• 

of. 

now, you are saying, Doctor,Jeu are 

saying -- let me back off. 

Vould you. say that circutistances, in evaluating 

a 4iatugt-ti-oux ,like you 'have used the word nreistionabii," 

which is 'a, circumstance 	that.  circumstances are much more 

fivarit in evaivation then the mere 'words that may be 

uttered by human being? - 

A 	it.iathe paychietrises tools, 

12 	'Pardon:7 

A, 	The 'isychiatristi a use of non-verbal messages are 
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one of the Most important tools in itychittry. 

go. the mere utterance that I did this or I 

didn't do. it, that I went to Topeka or I did& t go to 

Topeka), those.mere. words, without circumstances and  

tionshipsc are of little vAllue;, is that correct? 

They ire isolated, yes,. 

Q 	sow, .having in mind, Doctor, having in mind all 

of the circumstances, the eirotnnstances that you see here,' 

that 'you see concerning these events). having knowledge, 

from the hypothetical questions, would you. say, Doctor, 

do you 'have an opinion. at- to whether or not .Leslie Van 

Itouten`waS under the influence of.L.S.Dt- 

.. Dv ,  you have an opinion as to that,: Doctor., at 

the time that she was at the to Bianca residence? 

I really' tan' t decide.. 

Well, when you say you can't 'decide)  nectar, it 

teens that you are sort of 50.450-on it2 Would that be,  1,t7 ' 

.A 

Q 	Zn, other: 'words)  it is not like 994.; right? 

4 

5. 

.6, 

7 

.8 

10.  

11. - 

12 

13. 

15 

.16 

18, , 

J.0•  
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• 
	 A 	viro. Then I, could decide. I would say that I 

6d Els. 	feel most likely one .way or the other. 
21. 
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All right. 

Now, would ,you then, Doctor, give -us, so that 

we-  may use it in this courtroom and the jury may have, the 

benefit of it,. -what are the factors,.. 50 one tide and 50 

the other 'aide? 

A 	.On the aide of-- 

MR. BUOLIOSU :Your Honor, I think it would just be 

speculation.. 

He has indicated that he ins no war oficnowing. 

think the, question calls.  for pure speculation. 

MR. .KANAREK: Your Honor, the law allows an expert 

to give re480110 for his •opitkion, and lie is giving an  

opinion. 

R. suGLIosit He is not giving. an .c  

MR. KANAREK; Yes, he is. 

MR. VOLIOSI: Be says 	 knOw; 50 one way 

and 50 the other, 	 r 4 

IQINAREK; -A tie *re:ebtitled to know *hat is the 
, 	• 

reasoning in the pilychlatrisys 	 HOnor.-..1  
4 

THE COUR: you may answer. 

The objection is, ov4iruled. 
• 

) 4  t. 

THE, WITNEgH:All right. 	
' 

On the side of coxxviacing - ine.  that  they Were on. 

LSD: • 

The description of the experience is very 

typical. The description of their personal reactions to the 

6d-1 
-1 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7.  

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15,  

17 

18 

19 

20 

21.  

'22 
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. 24 

25 

26 
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events would be typical. 

• . They would be correct kinds of responses from 

.what 	e*pect to •hear from someone on LSD in that 

specifiC:circumstance„ 	• - 

Their chronic use of the drug to,facilitate their 

behavior, I think, is well established 'historically, 'and 

Would not be,. then, surprised if they would do it yet another 

tiipe, particularly in a kind of 'Cataclysmic experience that , 

,. they were going out into at ,,that, time. 

. 	 the driving/ for instance, 
11. and • what the orp:erience t.)tatt".luring,the.drive orr,both nights, • 

12 	 One description by Sadie of the date 'sight;  

• 13 and the -other desoription •by-  LaSiie and".Ketie of the :L 

xa  Stance night .woUld be very typical of LSD': Driving in' the , 

IS . belly of the citir„ streets like :arteries „Aqici'vepOi lights 

16 	like colored beads.' 

• it • 	. All these. things are expectable and typical of 

xs 	the experience, 

19 	 On.tbe negative side, it is to their advantage 

20 to lie about that, it is to their advantage to be on LSD, 

21 It:would alter their state of consciousness and -Make what 

.22 	they did more Understandable or -more explainable to the 

average person,. to themselves,. 

. 	 'Thigt reminds me of another argument on the 

gs • positive side, 

. 26 	 They typically had used LSD to expatiate 

• 
3 

4. 

S.  

6 

8 
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30.  

•20 

21 

22 

- 23: 

24 

25 

26 

• 
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thelOselores from pressures -of guilt,. front superego restraint. 

They had been doing that for years, all of them, and I 

• triOuld expect' they would use the same method to do it again 

this night or that night. 

?. • 

; S " • 
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2 

On the negative sides  Agaln„ their veracity is 

eertaihly not established. 	
r 	4 
	 • 

And, their willingness to alter historical 

4 reality to meet the present is something that they talk 

5 aboUt at lellgth, The past is dead, it is a million years, 

6. old, it never existed. 1, 4can make up .any story you like 

because the past is strictly a figment a my imagination 

'8 anyway* • 

Which-is true. 	' 

They have even told me that a lot of their 

Memories for some Of the events they feel that they are not 

sure whether it is their.mempriea or what has been ra-' 

enforced in ,the courtroom, in the testimony of all those 

involved; 

Sol, it is 50-5Q in my mina. . 

sow, can you. give us any actual examples of anY 

n' .alteration of historidal reality that you know of? 

2/1. 	Letts see. 

Oh, yea. One that came 'up in the testimony ok -- 

not the testimony -- I have been in court too long in 

the interview with, I think .it was, Sadie last night. 

Let me see it I can remember. 

It was about the La Bianea event. Yes. 

Leslie told me that she and Sadie were the only 

ones wha stayed in the car at the La Bianca home when the 

ethers went in. 

10, 

11 

12 

13. 

14 

' 15 

16 

13. 
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20 

2i. 
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23 
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4 ; 

- '8 

A • 
4  

Zn contract; Sadie tell4 me that she was in the 
. 	- 

oar with 

Tlet!is See. She".4141.14'1,1rida and 'ex Went 	first, 
We were all •stoned on adia . I was in the beck seat with 

Leslie. 
1 ;A -.1 . 

That agreed with what Leslie tad me, 

galt Clem was ire "th6-, oar,. • too.. AndA;oistlie said 

that as far as ,she knew onll the two of them were in'the 

ear)  l•eslie and Sadie, 

Bowever$  now that 1 recall, noW that I think 

about it, S recall that she denied being able to mow for 

sure beeause she was stoned on acid.. 

Let's see what else.. 
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.,,• 
There was sopetiling "about the Hinman murder, I 

by 

felt ao I recall,' in ore is. narration of it$  then in the • „ 	, . 
-other, something that Sadie told,tbeepoiice she told me "was 

9 

o 	 No, Bobby left in the "afternoon before the 

$, 
Well, she told the' pOiime wheri she left ,Gary 

Hinman was still alive, and that Ifas not ,trues. .  

She also told thei 	no one else was there, 
and yet Lulu was there with Bobby. 

Bobby left in the afternoon before .. 

a lie, and I cannot recall what:, that was. 

killing or Allman, but Lulu was still there .at' the time. 

	

i2 	THE 	Whose statement is that? 

n - THE WITNESS t That is Sadie is statement to. me about 

what happened at the Gary Hinman residence. 

She told the police when, she. left Hinman was 

- 
still alive. 

	

17 	 That was a lie, she told me. She told me that 

she killed Hinman. She oast; tolgi the police -no one else 

was' there-  but in fact Lail was .  there at the time. 

	

pp 	
CZ, 	BY MIL KANAHEIC,i Any other examples of what you 

21 ' 
call thethe attempt to alter historical reality other -than what 

22 
yOU have just told Ito? 

	

2$ 	
A. 	All -of them talk abOut history in a purely 

24 subjective sense. 

25 	
They profeis that history is strictly a' 

26 fUnction of ono os memory and one rs mind, and it is largely . 
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what you Wish It to be, what your subconscious wishes it to 

be, 

They use these terms! 

In fact, one bt the things that impresses me - 

startles me -- is the kind of sophistication with the 

, terminology,  .and the philosophy that they are constantly 

engaged with* 

So they, theMselieS, disqUalify the veracity of 

history. History is a figment Of the imagination; it has 

nothing to do with reality which is here and now. 

I have heard that "here and now"*at least 

times from them, but as far as specifics, those are the only 

two things., thatcome immediately to mind. 

There was soms.ponfusion in by mind about 

Lealie,s story about the La Zianca murder. 

I thought' she was telling me that'it was Sadie 

who was In 'the room with her at the time of the Murder, but 

now I am frankly not sure what she said to me. 

I did not take, nais at that particular point. 

Unfortunately my tape recorder was not working. 

$o actually 'what you are tolling. us'is that 

)oringing these matters to this courtrooms  even your perception, 

your perception can 601  44*. e*T4LInly you are not 
t r 

, I t 
X00( are trying to be as candid as possible with 

us, your ability 	psychiatrist axed 'as a hu:man being to.  4 
hse 

come here and ,say things, is•fot Perfett,.livit? 

. z 
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15 

16 

17 

zs 

19 

21 

22 

23' 

24: 

25- 

26 . 

A, 	No, and that is why specifically, why I took 

extensive -notes on the other two Interviews last night. 

X intended to to$0 record the first. 

4 	And.in'fictuMay have mistaken the word 

"Katie" for "fSadieu.  or Sadie for Katie. 
' • 

Easily. 

4 - 4uite easily? 

I'm afraid so.' 

So that certainly could not be attrilimtod to 

an attempt -to deceive by LesIte in that particular pant of 

your conversation, right? 

A. 	Yes. ' 

4 	We are agreed to that? • 

Yes. 

4. 	Well, then ....'yes1 

I forgot one of the probably more important 

aspects of my conviction)  *hether .or tot these things they‘  

told me are true or not is the tooling.' 

It is .a feeling 1,..get within myself)  that. I 

use to measure what the individual is saying, whether it 

Fits and.is,consietent**with what they said before. 

Whether iheit facial, expression is commensurate 

with the material they are talking about. 

The feeling I hive inside' of myself in terms of 

' the response. 

It is that intuitive level that is the art 
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's 

6 

aspect of  

4 	,And would ,you say,. Doctor, in all candor that 

your' objectivity, yoU, yourself, have been affected by the 

Publiolty in this case4  the reading of the neWspapers„ the 

televisen, the magazine articles„ the talk by the,geneial 

public? 

Would you say that this'has some effect in your 

analysis Of what is going on here? . 

41. 	Well, it is imposiible td,  analyze .ont0A sell` by 

one's self because we,  are all.notoriouS self liars. 
A 

• ' 

.But''my convicti
3
on is that my response to all 

this over the'latit'teai bas,beenby- and large a confusion,. 

and an intenae:curiositY ,about .idit4t:41+3;kic;* itn4.,w4731, the 
real MotiVations were, and what the ,Psiohologioal materiai , 

• 
• 4 ' 

' 	• 	t e: • 

present was, what the inner aetionsiWerel  holil might' 

understand it'aS an analyst,. as a peit4iatvipt;i  
, 	 - 

And I-very much tried t6-experiende -- X have 

tried to experienoe this situation and all situations 

through .this Rode 'of understanding. 

X would say honestly, in honesty X don't think 

T 'eit any.strong emotione'one way or the other about 

the defendants, the trial or anyone involved with-it, either 

negatively or positively-... 

X have 'tried to obtain an -objective stanes„ 

inside myselt. 

CI 	But it is a fair statement that even you could 

  

  

  

  

  

16. 
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have sUbconsciOus 

Oh, yea* 

4' 	effects due tO the permeation of our 

4 community by this -- by the vast 'publicity? 

Oh, of course. 

4 	No question about it? 

It has to be 44 influence upon me; , everything 

is.  
It would be an influence upon you or anyone 

of us that are is this'courtroom, r. b2. 

Obviously, 

6 ' 

18 

- 19, 

.29 

2i 

-22 

24 

25 

26 
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,7a-1 NoW, when yOU say, or instance, that at a 
particular time Sadie as  lying concerning Cary Hinman. 

You are tateingT a 'partfculat :Statement' as being 
•. 	%3.4 •: 

. true, and then in c'ostpartson Some-Other statement Ja e lie, • 

5 
	right? 
	 ; 	' • 

	1 • 

A. ' I am taking it'at face value, hot own words, - 
yes,' 

, 	X see. 

Well, then, in fact as far as the words 
uttered are concerned, you then have no way of knowing 
'whether at a partitular point she is lying, or the other 

time she told the truth? 

	

A 	There is no way you can. determine that in an 

absolute sense, short of using polygraph or some other 
adjunctive measure. 

so that we get back to the plate where 
circumstances are significant, right? 

	

A 	I don' tunderStand. 

	

.Q 	By that I mean the Physical eVidence. 
Far instance, the pictureS ,of Rogestery to  

• Bianc.a„, - her back, where she had been stabbed many times. 

	

A 	Yes. 
ct • Those pictures -A-, aren't those circuMstances 

that «,-,that would -- that are very powerful in Connection 

with 'this perseverationt 

The location of thOse stab wounds with-respect 

1 

2 

3 

4 ' 
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4.  

. 	5 

23 

• 

to each. other, for instance* s t4t :is an , example .,of-  the-;  

perseVeration you spoke of? 

A 	'Those .two constitute an external reality that 

we can, validate in . .tems of what they appear to be, blit-

how to interpret that, Once .again, it becOmes subj.ective.. 

No question. it is repetitiVe perseverative 

:P4.enQuienou you are observing in those pictures;  right? 

A 	With the astiumption we defined before,. 

' 	 understand; when that assumption that 

she was under the influence of LSD? 

A 	yes, 

0; 	Now, when you spoke previously 	before I ask 

you 'that:- 

18, 
• 

T9 

•?5  

- --you are speaking now, yoU have told us that 

the descriptions that were given to you are typical .,of 

certain LSD chronic use or abuse*  right? 

A 	-Typical of.  those !who are familiar with' LSD, 

es, 

• 44; 	Now,. to your knowledge has anyone ,of these 

girls beOomi so sophisticated in talking tO"psychiatrists 

Are there any other psychiatrists ,that they 

have :spoken , to Wherein -they- would 'get some kind of an 

input and 'therefore be able to 'fool a latex' _psychiatrist? 

A 	I have -only heard now;  x did hear part of 

the testimony of Dr. Ditman., mentioning..  some of the effecis 

of LSD, 

14 

15
.  

*.t5 
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But frankly there .is no question in sly -mind 

.they were .totally familiar with the effects of LSD in their 

awn. personal: experience before they heard him. 

In fact 1. would say that their expertise with 

the actual'experienCe it, much greater than his or mine 

in, a 'per .tonal way. 

4; 	So that we do have a fundamental, unimpeachable 

fact. that they, are chronic users or abusers of LSD. 

There is no 'question in your mind about that 

fact,. is-there? 

There is no question in lay mind they are 

intensely familiar with the LSO effect and the effect -of 

a variety of other drugs as well. 

• Q 	And yOu Were ,awste-when.Dr. Ditman spoke that 

he had not interviewed the girls right? 
1... , 

16. 	 A 	'Yes.  

Q ' That is part ,of:yeut fund of knowledge? 

18 - 	 'A 	140'e. !,'.1 	 •  

14 	 'Q..' :"So .  that, as iov iipmpaiie the poSiti 'ye 'withj.the 

20  negative, as fat a Whether Leslie Van liouten Is telling 
, 

you. the truth%  as to whether or not 81.1, -e.twas 	d r tie ••• 

knfluence of LSOI - certainly we could' agree that she bat 
. 

not been given any kind. Of .a 	any kind of an" approach 

sQme kind.of a path .to folloW by virtue of her having 

-been previously under a psychiatrist, under the examination 

, ,of a psychiatrist? 

21: 

• g2 

23 

24 

e t  
26  
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IT 

18 

19 

20 

' :21 

22 

24 

25. 

Would yOu say t4a:t, is true? 

2 
	 I woad say that 

•Q 	Well, then, wouldn't these positive factors 
4  .outweigh the negative so that maybe we have here something 

that is other than 50-50? 

6 
	 Maybe it is Something like 75-2 or something 

like t6t.' 

A 	I cannot answer that. 

14 	You cannot? 

A 	liautstly, 50-50 is as.close as I can discrimi- 

nate at this time, and I really looked at this. 

S o when you say 50-5G you don't mean mathe-

matically. you, mean you have not made up your mine 

A 	, I cannot decide for myself. 

11. , 
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Now, when-you spoke ,! when you spoke of 

reflexiVe versus reflecti-Ye, 'having that in mind, would you 

say that' there-  is.  ‘.0 that in -order to have -- in order 

When you are thinking reflectively,. there has 

'to be what you might .call 'cerebration? 

A . Yes, it is thought to be higher cortical func-

tion, a higher functiOn of the brain cortex. 

Q 	And this is  Called cerebration? 

A 	Cerebration. 

Q,'. 	Would you tell wi'What is cerebration? 

A 	,Cerebrati, is` the':term used to describe the 

.415Sumed nenroloiicii:14 ‘tivity in the cerebrum,. that portion 
.7 	• 

of .the brain whiCh is connected, with hlibet.lev41 
k 

Right. . 	. 
	 • r 

'Therefore when yOu are thinking refiectiveii 

you are 'thinking of your father figure, maybe your parents, 

you are thinking of why you are•dbing some& 
	

ou. art 

thinking in terms of premeditation., 

YoU. are thinking in: terms of "I want to do 

and you are making choices and, all of that, right? 

'A • You are in touch with, in a conscious way, you 

are in touch with oiroustaueesi  the impulse, the canoe-

quences-1 the advantages, the disadvantages,. the objective. 

•Q 	All right*  iou have told us then that you 

believe that she was operating reflexively and not• rellectiv 

so that there would not be any 'cerebration and this reflexly 
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4 	So hat in fact they4reivirig yO# inforkation. 

that fits into a, school of thoUght thai is at—leant in some 

part of the. scientific world. given serious consideration. 

Yes. 

4- 	And so when you 'say's, when yOU Say tot instance t 

they must have this tee ling Of:j3ullt„ and that they are .yin 

about'this remorse,. I mean about this'lack of remorse and, al 

of thats  you, are, giving it your Opinion. 

A. 	Vas, and they would chaatise me for that. 

4 	iYou Could be wrong?. 

A. 	Certainly. 

You' °mild be wrongs  and in tact they could in 

'fact have rio remorse whatsoever, right? 

That,is a poSsibilityl'but the probability of it 

is very small in'terms of the total knowleOge in human 

experieiste available to psychiatry, philosophers, theolo-

giam. 

4 	Well,' you have told us, for instance, in certain 

parts of the world head hunters go out and chop oft 	do. 

various things, kill people becaUse, Of the 40t, that itts 

accepted.; that is part of their learnipgs  so to speak, when 

-they were kids or whatever it nay be'. 

They, grew up in a society where that Was 

accepted, right? 

1 	Yes. 

4 	All right, now., if you take street people, you 
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take ehildren,„ literally children who are evicted from 

their homes by their parents, or at least they sever theM- 
. 

seltes.from the parental ties, they then enter a SuPge, 

'a street Jungle. 

4 -,And they could, in faet„ have a thinking that to 

similar to the People thAt are part of that head hunting 

society}  isn't that true? 

No, I Would nest"accept that. 

. You-won't accept that? 

NC,- because the culture in which the head hunter 

ha .ills, or the eskiMo who puts.his old people, out on the 

ic5e to perish,' is qUite strikingly differOt from the 

culture',in which theSe people grew up. 

.B0 if the psychologiCalforoes upon them were 

such, it is postible that they could psychOlogioally 

Speaking be removed from what you and I might consider to be 

the way t* think, the proper conduct, and become part of 

the sUbculture, part of what, goes on in the street. 

The became a very special, part of an alternative 

cultural style.. ,• 
I want to discriminate between subculture and . 

where they are., I-don't...th4lak,t4ey are sInpnymo:us.. 
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8-1 •t 	 All right. 

	

1110
2 
	

A 	Indeed, I think that one of their problems. or 

. 	
one of the facts about them, is that they have failed to 

	

4 	adequately internalize the culture in 'which they grew up,.  

probably `as a function of disruptions in their own relation 

	

6 	ships with, their parents and parent figures and surrogates. 

	

7 	 Beyond that, however, there is evidence 'that 

	

4 	they have spent intense effort,And' long periods of time 
• 

	

o 	and a Tiariety of techniquesto'reiOve themselves from this 

	

j) 	culture. 	s k f 
 

13 	 'Or rather, she 	1:HadtOtd her:shi-wt0 
II/ II 	going 'downhill inevitably," so she decided, at,one.point, 

. 4 
14$ 	well., s1 would just . 

So, she 	spuR4 to be everything that 

at 	'her father had, warned her to _nofi  be. 
• ( 

18' 	 • Her repeated use of LSDI, I think*  was an attempt 

zg mot to explore a firm, adequate functioning sense of self, 

0. but rather to escape a dysfunctioningf  inadequate, self ' 

21 	destructive, self accusing., self devaluating sense -of 

22 self. 

THE COURT: Whom are you, referring to, Doctor? 

, THE WITNESS -1 Sadie..  

. 	'I would say that this it 'coo 	to all 

three 'of the-girls. 

; 	
4  

11 	 Sadie.; for instanCe,,in her' off ' words t  tried , 	• 
;2 everything 

23 

24 • 	'25. 

26 
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BY MR.. MAX: 

Q 	- But she did this,'Doetor, she did this at a 

time when. there was no motive, such as a defense in a 

murder case. She did this positively, actively, because 

of some kind of set Of psychological forces Upon' her,. 

or whatever motivated her. 

A', I don't understand the question. 

A 	Weil, what I am saying)  Doctor, is that what 

you , have just described .that Sadie did, she did that a,t 

time When there was no motive, there weren't , 12 people 

going to judge her, there 'was no courtroomi  there was no, 

charge- ofmurder against her. She did it, she went out. aid 

behaved' iii the' way that she did, and you say that she used 

tecbial.ques to remove herself from the culture-, and the only 

motivation:was because she wanted:to do it; isn't that 

right? 

A „ The motivation that she Was.  aware of, I, thinks 

has little to 6 -with the imotiliition thdt vas-Actually 

driving her. 

• Q • .13141 	fact; Doctor, she didn't.' have her mind 

that she spas 'dOing 	Ovoid criminal responsibility; 

right? 

A' 	Yes., 	
' 	:41 

No question about that? 

. 4 	,Before 	theSe, thingS happenect and thekre 

set of crimes, X don't' think she was, motivated by any 

criminal intent per se. 
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a 
9 

4 	So, therefore, when you say that you believe. 

subjectively, down deep that she does have remorse when she 

says she doesn1t2  are there- other examples in our present • 

society, the Onited states of Americai in 1971, where killing 

is done, without remorse? 

As I said yeaterday„ X think that whenever' anyone 

is killed by -another person, the way that remorse for..guilt 

are avoided is to make the' victim an object', to dehUmani$e 

him, to make him alien froM, Yourself... 

• ' And I think that these mechanisma Of defense 

are typiCal in,the murder situation. 

. towever, X think there is a .stropg kind of 
evidence that there is a remorse and a,guilt involved ' 

present it these people,-  as eVidenced by - the fact that 

.they were caught, that the way they went About it was to, 

cluMsy,„ it you want to take an objectiVe point of view,. 

that in GOMe ways Sadie was terribly self-destruCtive in 

confessing to 4ail mates, who are notoriously unreliab.le 

in keeping secrets, cell mates, there is a good deal of . 	- 
evidence that there was a side of her, an unconscious 

motivation to be taught, as evidenced by her presence in 

' this court. 

4 	Well, yea4 In other words, yoU are assuming', 
4 , N 

thet that was the priltaxty motivation. 
s If voit have the further, assumption ithat ,she had 

' * ecalitersationii 	 priieers; Who' thrIgaitiinedher- 

with the, gas chamber, whO threatene4 44er that,, they wkntecl, 
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• 21 

.22- 

23 

25: 

.• 26 

gOt Rir.. Manson,- things like that, ItiOulayo0 ay those' types 
• • 

of things could affect her mind if they took place prior 

to the time that she purportedly made these jail house 

confessions to these ieople? 

MR. BUOLIOSIg Assumes facts not in evidence. 

TTY NUT: Sustained. 

MR. KANAREKt I think it is in evidence, your Honor. 

THE CODRT1 The objectiOn is sustained, 

BY MR. UNARM YOu'certainly must take into-

aceount the-fact that she wad in 'jail charged with murder, 

namely, the'fury Hinman murder,. when yom visualize' these 

purported statements to .the people, her ,.. 

' .Cell mates? 

sistert that were in 	Brand with her. 

missed the question on that. I am Sorry., 

Well, isn't it important to know that when she 

made these Statements to these girls, that she was; in fact, 

in custody charged with the murder of Cary Hinman? 

A. 	I think that is important to know., 

,And also, it is important to know that notwith- 

'standing 	you may the had this compulsion to confess and 

all off' that -- that notwithstanding the fact that .these 

eventt occurred on Angust,the 8tho  9th and, 10th of 1969, 

that she was not put into custody until the fall, /Ws say, 

around November of 196,E 

There was a whole period of months there during 

.3 

4 

5 

io 

Yi 
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`kick she did not walk into any police station and say, 

°T am. .n.v olted in 'these murders.". 

That is oertainly.evidence to negate your 

iatement:  that she had this overwhelming'  desire to confess? 

1 

4 

7 . 

'8. 

•9  
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ab-1 A 	I think you are 	u.p Ishait X 'said 'a. bit. 
• 

.1 !aid this:was, X think, * factor .14 

I think that the presence of. guilt in Sadie, .3  

the,aspect Of guilt, the factor of guilt, is obviously', £n 
• 

my minds. present in.her as evidenced by other historical 

data which she gavi me in terms of her experiences before 

,she ever met Charles Manson, 

This is a girl wh.c,  actively sought to bring to 

reality,-  to manifest every negative aspect of' her identity 

10 
	that she- ever tett about herself or felt that Other people 

had Addressed toward her. 

She tried, in her -mom 'words, to become every-

thing bad or ugly that she had ever been warned she would 

be. 

Arid that was before she ever met Charles 

iifan.son.4 right? 

-A 	Yes. 

-And so, 

.4, 	Thi's was a girl who was involved in - a series of 

26 
	thefts as gangster's mon, in 'her own words, before she ever 

used Lac 

Q, 	And wouldn't lack -of remorse be a perpetuatiOn 

o£ this ugli telex because in our soctety*  Dottorl  im,our 

society, when we do something wrong and ve say we are' sorry, 

very Sorry. about. it, this is sort of a thing that is 

accepted, thitt people say. "Weil, if you are sorry, you are 

0 

7 ' 

17 

1/3 

22 

23 

25 - 

26 
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presently sort of a. nig  gy." 

/sni t this( motor -4. so,. isnI t she really, in 

fact, perpetuating and folloang: through on these factors 

that we: eve been' talking about? 
k • 

To have. no'reraorSe at this ',time'. is Only „ 	. 

another 'ways, manifest her negative- view of b.ergelf, the 

negative aspect cychit„ tilevitictCatton. , ••• 

$11. Kona,: tight. 
. 

Ttrt CIPURT:t We will take our recess it this time. 

Ladies and gentlemen, 'do not converse with. 

anyone Or form or express any opinion regarding penalty 

until that issue 'is finally submitted to you. 

• The court wilt recess until 1.145. 

(Whereupon at 12:00 o'clock noon the court was 

in recess.) 

4 
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LOS ANGELES, CALIiORNIA„ WEDNESDAY, •NARCH 10, 1971 

1:58 P.M. ' 

TRE COURT: Are you ready to proeed„ Mr. Shinn? 

All parties, counsel •and jurors are present. 

You ay proceed„ Mr. Xanarek, 

Will counsel approadh thebench* 

(The following proceedings were had at the 

bench0 

THE COURT: Mr, Shinn, you understand the language, 

don't you? 

SHINN: That's right. 

THE COURT: When the bailiff calls you to order, 

that is exactly what it moans. 

I don't want counsel sitting down there laughing 

and. joking and carrying on with their clients when the CoUrt 

takes the bench. 

You act like you have,  never been in a Court 

before* 

Let's proceed, 

<The f011owing;proceedings were,had in oisn 

court in the Presepaelthearing of the jury:) 

TgE COURT:: YoU may•proceed, 	Kanartk. , 	• 	• 
,t • 

'21 

• 22 

,24 

25 

26 ' 
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,BX TEM,' WARM: 	 . 

4 	Doctor, 1 believe that we were speaking about 

reMorsei 

Is your,state of mind such that you -- are you 

telling us that` this lack of remorse' on the part of 

Leslie, Leslie Van Houten, that that 3.a synthetic and 

feigned; that that is not her true, thinking? 

' 	'A. 	Well, 1' am once main pointing to the difference 

between the conscious and unconscious mind,. 

ConscioUsli X think she has convinced herself 

through a series of rationalisatiOnS, intellectualisation/3a. 

ideations, that she feel$ no= remorse. 

I think that underneath that there is a tremen-

Aous debt to be paid to herself for having transgressed. 

I would call that an unConscioue_ guilt, or 

guilt lying in the unconscious severely repressed, tOtally 

'repressed. 

4 • But you are speaking a.  generalization ton you 

'art not, speaking specifically. as to Leslie Van Houten, 

though? 

A. 	I thought T was. 

22 
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.- 	" '30a7-2116NTIOORMANI 

	

i 	. 	. 	- . 	. 
the witness 9n. the stand. at •thetipie':'or- the recess'?  . 

5 	5._  

41/ • resumed the'stand and testified further as follows: 

	

s 	 Al 

1 	• ' 	• 	 r 	 ';• ; "4 

	

. •t 	 E 	 , 	,., 
DIHECT EXANINATXON (CONTINUED) 

s. 
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don't think' 51,,ie - 1:6if. as though she were 

feigning it. 	 She. was aware of any such 

feellng.„ 	e 

r. 
 r- 	• 

; r 

1 mean you/ cannot tell us from,the witness 

stand, eian you, that' she -,-, rip matter what happens in the 

future or what might: happen to some other person, you cannot 

say  (5114q 
When oho took this witness stand and said she 

had nO remorse, when she said that she was not, reuning 
was she?, 

111  
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Q • So, she really, as far as that testimony was 

concerned, :Your' estimate is that that was gospel. truth; 

right? •, 

A 	• A.s far as :she were aware. 

Well, I steau, yesk But this was a volitional 

statement by herb It wasn't untrue, it Wasn't false, it 

. Was truevright2 

As far as She were aware, yes. 

Would you say the .same would apply to Katie 

"l(renvinkel 'and to .Susan Atkins? 

A 	Yes. 

mere is 'no remorse? 

A 	As far at the are aware yes. Although 

• would soy*  An the case of Sadie:, there is a little less, 

she' it a little less-  convinced about her remorselessness 

than the others:. 

She talks at great length about wishing her life 

was over, that her ,life would pease. 

I think that.  he means that more than the , 

Others. 1 think that she is a 'little more =comfortable 
• 

with herself,:  consciou$41  pek:t t'he others. 

. Now 	 sty that the lack of what has- 

been told to you.. by. these girls ..boil identical?, Oft that 

lack, in .itself- shows truthEttinesil -the fact
, 
 that there are 

differences between these two .girls in what they-say thay,. 

obseved in and about the-  La. Alanci.  • 

3 . 
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A 	t didn't understand that, Mr. Kanarek. 

4 	Well, 'yOu,  pointed out earlier, Doctor., you said, 

when we were discussing, this matter of truthfuineas, you 

pointed out that there was a difference between what Leslie 

told you and then what Katie ot Sadie told you; right? 

A 	Yes. 

Nov, is it not a' common Wigan experience that 

tWo peopIe,'"two or more people, can °boort?* the same event 

and, in. all 'honestyl in all honesty, relate actually a 

different series of things that they say they sawl . and" 

.really believe- what they relate?", 

A 	Yea. That i$: the proof of the subjective nature 

of experience* 

.Q, 	But it is also -.a proof that people. can say. 

.something happened a certain. way, pr:.certaixt things occurred, 

16. ' and they .may  not, in fait, agree with each other*  but each 

Z. may.biteIling the truth?." 

A . 	Could, be. . 

As. far 'as- any intent to deceive is concerned? 

A 	Yes. 

BUGLIoSI: That is a -- well, I will withdraw 

the objection4 

KANAREK: ' 

So, therefore, Doctor, one of the aspects that 

you 'say is on the negative aida, . on the negatiVe side.  as 

far as believing that Leslie 'wits tinder the influence of LSD, 

• 1,  

•••-• 	• 

10: 
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actually, when you analyze it a little deeper, that may and 

could be interpreted as a'seties ,of events which may prove 

that she, 	fact,,  is tellivig'ihetruthr  this, difference of 

opinion, this difecrenWin relating to you what events 
,. ' 	• 	 Ai 	 i 

actually were? ' 4  ' 	 t 	
k. a. 

 

A 	I -cant t follow, that to the Same conclusion .tilat 
. 	4 	 • 	 ' 	 . • 

•:' 	''IP 	- -' 	,4 	
4 	p 	, 

you do, Kr.. Kanarek: 1 think:there -is an, error'., 	logic;., 

- 4 . , You think there lir an error, in 1pgic? 

A 	Yes, 
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4 	Would you tell me„ what is the error, Doctor? 

'Weill  1 think the fact that, they could differ in 

their view of what went on there is acceptable and even 

expectable.• But I4oatt see that as proof, then, to me, 

that they did, indeed', • talte acid. 

I 4orlit see hOw the fact that they would see 

things differently .would then convince me they were taking 

the acid, or had taken the acid. 

. 	4 	You -say you weighed :these Uipga over in your 

mind-  and this was one of the negatiVasj  the fact that there . 

was a difference in their interpretation of. events„ in 

their relating the events to your. 

L 	Oh, are you saying that.the,difference might be 

attributable to the LSD affects? 

N.C1 4, No. Y 414 saying that the differendo might 

be attributable to the fact that somewhere embedded in their 

B4114, that is, opposed to each, of them, one in connection 

with the other, ono maybe relating to you the truth a4 

the says she saw.lt„ and she 'is` ;not deceiving you, she is 

intending to. tell yQ11 the truth-, and her,trUth, her 

— relating of extents, may not agree With the other person '.s? 

ac4tnowledge that there may be a difference in 

opinion which is purely honest on their part because they 

Perceived it as individuals and thropgh'their own subjec-

tivitY, but 1 still feel, that the responses I, ,got put a 

question in my mind about the veracity of it. 
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I don't lalow how I oan explain it beyond that 

point 

, In other words, this. is lust a subjective' 

feeling on your partl 

Ypo, It is 'a judgment Oil my part based upon 

my experience with them* 

4 	Well, in your*Aerieitoe with them, Doctor, can 

you point 'out, for ,inatatioe„ take Leslie Van Houten, for. 

.getting your 044eOtive. opinion 	you, show us OhlectivelY 
- 7 

anything that has tranipieed during.your oonstersationa-with 

which- proves 'to -yott that, she was intention/ally 
A 	' 

lying: to yo u,7 	. 4 	, 	• 

go. I 'have' no. sUch"sp-ecitic, 

So; objectively `-- 'like, wheh I say.  

-"objectively:0  like this microphone pr. that table, something 

that is ,e,part, froin yours inner 'thinking 	there is nothing 

to show you that 14esl-ie Van Houten is lying; right? 	e  

Yea. ,Itight.• 

If I „back done the tape, 'if the tape recorder had 

worked, I Could give you Such subjective . evidende, but now 

I must rely, on my memory Or what •she, said, and. ray memory 

was that she had 30.,14 Sadie instead of Katie, but I can't, 

in all honesty, say, that wasn't a. mistake in,4iy hearing or" 

it rather than'what she was saying 
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Q. And so-, in other words, you are telling 04 when 

.2' 
you. boil it all down, there is nothing oblective„ there is 

nothing that you can point to wherein. Leslie Van Iouten 

4 
was lying to you when she spoke to you? 

I have no objective evidences  *). 

6 
	 Q, 	And the same would apply, I gather, to Katie 

. and Sadie? 

a • 
	A 	o, becauso I took notes on. that., 

9' 
	 Q 	-All rights  tell us something objective that you 

10 
can w  that does not require interpretation by you, to 

11 
show that Leslie — that Katie Krenwinkel, 

A 	No, I a* mistaken there 

b AVidence I had written down was she had 
.„, 

WO to- the 'court land, she bad lied to ithe police, but not 
4. o 	• 

12 

14 

15. 

4, That ill what 	paying.' 

This is aierely talking • 

eating iat 7-somebOcly told You are noir just yep 

you, 'right? 

A 	Yes. 

I am not talking about your 

am talking' about objectively something you Can 

lay :out on the table, so to speak, for all of us here, 

There is 'nothing you can lay out for us to show 

that Katie Krenwinke-1 lied to you, right? 

. 	 me„ 13.0* 

20 

21 

24 

25 

26 

26, 266 

• 
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.11-2 

. 1 	
,2 

3 

s 

There-is nothing  you can, lay out:for us to see 

that Susan Atkins lied to you; right/ , ; 	, , 

A 	NO. 

You say that in our:iociety',-inour 	 j 

Let me withdraw that.. 

14 

• 15 

/6 

17 

• 19 

20• 

21 

24 

0' . • 

25: 

26 

23 

12 

13. 

9 

7 ; 

We may not agree on that. 

For'instance,.you take .a  killing for money 

where someone who, let us say, is a member of the Cosa 

liOstra, or the Mafia, pays someone to go out and kill* 

Have you got that ix mind? 

A 	Yes. 

1;1 	Now, peOple that do that, you are telling us.-- 

Let's say there are people that do this time 

after time after time after time, you read of these events, 

right? 

A. Yes. 

Like Murder, Incorporated, right? 

{No response,) 

'NoW, those people you are telling ue somewhere 

Own deep in theit consciousness they have some feeling of 

guilt, "but you .are guessing at that, aren't you/ 

A 	Yes, I am guessing at that. 

And you don't know. So you cannot say that 

there aren't people in our society who can go and kill and 

not have remorse? 

You cannot say that that is in fact a Situation 
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A. - Yes, 

in our societyi, 

" Im Can say in faft tha4:that.-7 

feet that never happens. I would find it on the basis of 

the experience I have had'or:  ,teiches or thl. ody  

of psychiatric experience, vuld find' frost that experience 

that aloe* kinds of people are liot'tullinown.., 	:• 

Q 	They are not common, but you ate speaking of 

probabilities? 

A 	Yes, I ast.: 

What you are Saying is 'statistically there May 

be - there may be very few people that have that 'capacity, 

right? 

A 

:But in, fact, the fact that, .spetking of the. 

15 

16 

'7 
• t 

18' 

19 

• 20 

21 

22 

23 

26. 

3 

13z 

. ' 	9 

probability curve, let's say, are we coMmunicating, Tike  

I say,, something .like Sigma, Sigma, at probability ar you 

Icnow,whit I mean? 

Q • Way at the end of the bell-shaped curve, maybe 

there 	a very; few percentage of people involved*  but those 

people 4o, exist? 

A 

Q 	Even though percentagewise they are very small 

inour'socitty? 

A 	I agree with that, that the peJcentage 

But I 4el there is a lot of evidence here that 

2-6,268 
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6, 

7 

8 

- • P.. 

o 

11. 

12 

13 

14 

15, 

16 

19. 

20 

2L 

' 22: . 

23. 

these.  people are not in 'Out group of individuals. 

For instance, I .find it highly unlikely that 

someone in that distribution, that portion of the dist.xibu• 

tion curve, that tiny percentage wo'uld be using LSD in 

the way and frequency these people were using it. 

They also likewise would not nave the sole 

kind. of biatory of self-punitive behavior, these people have 

*.particularly in the case of Sacli. 

(4, • 'Well, but the science, as far as the ingestion 

-of LSD is concerned, is piractically in its infancy? 

A 	I, woUld say vie- have 'quite a bit of experience 

with the wide viriety of people and, patterns in that use; 

that is Whit I have been doing ko'r the-past two years.. 
._„. 

.4t 	It is five., 	seven..years old as far as any 
A 	 •. 

detailed studies go, certainly not Imirethart-Oit? 

It is. younger than .that b., 
Three-four years Old? 

A. 	Yes. 

that therefore this science,. this body of 

science is in its infancy? 

A 	Yes. 

Q 	And *o you. really 4annot say with any degree of 

certainty that a petal who iS a chronic user or abuser of 

LSD cannot have their mind acclimated along with — 

. 	 And also due to the influence of other factors,. 

their life style and their motivation, whatever 

26 

.26' 
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You cannot say that these people could not kill. . 

and have no remorse? 

You cannot say that With any degree or certainty, 

can you?. . 

A 	Not with absolute certainty. 

can say it with a feeling. of relative 

-certainty on the basis of my experience. 

,t1 	Mellimay I ask you bow many murderers, accused 

murderets you have spoken.  to who have been under the 

influence of LSD .when :they , committed murder? . 

A 	These are the first three possible such ,subjects. 

You never had any others? 

4 	1 know of no Such case in the literature. 

Right, so therefore you are in a virginal field, 

'80 to speak. 

You are really in an area where there is no 

science tO speak of, certainly as far as you are concerned? 

A 	i Would say we are in an area of incomplete 

research, yes. 

-Q, 4o reflection on you. 

A 	No. 

Q 	Itt  fast xte,ter come your way*  right? 

A 	That is where it is, 

Now, Ora,-  la" thee' atty;apalo4y, is there any 

-.- 
e , t 	I 4 4  . 

Now, let me int it 'thigl 

analogy in a person 

1 

3 

5 

• 7 

8 

10 

li 

• lg 

18 

19 

29.  

21 

22, 

2  

24 

25 
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AS.stA1411g,  a person, a petson, a hired killer goes 

out and.kals not Just,' once, because he needs money, but 

makes it a way of life, 

Re kills tu his lifetime ,maybe 30 or 35 or 40'  

people 

are you telling me that you feel that the 

person, whip . ,does .'t -t; 	this.person, you feel, 	depp,  

has remorse? 

74.f this person 'has grown up in our society; 

1.1 	he has had the opportunity to internalize any of our 

values,, mores), beliefs. 

X.f y # waist Asi al ' that conditioning or 

3:4 • .1)/70080ml:4i 1  that Vitt okay,. too, if he-is had to 'opportunity , 
- 	1 , i 

	

. 	.., 	4 	• 

. '., 	 , 	4i 	 i  ,1 

15 	to hive any of...that -Internixtized,': X1-106u14iexpitOt .to,fintl., 

•1:6 	conflict to him between what-, he, geels he.. shoul.4..haste. been. 
. 	 ti : ' - , 	. 	o  - 	. 	. , .. 

doing, and what. 	he'doe-s.. 	-.. , S 	 . 	.5. 4. 
, 

,. 'And that is called,„pilt, for vhativer reason 
- 	,.- 	. 	. i ,f •,. 	. 

i2 

• : 

21 

22, 

 

23 

•24  

2b. 
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4 

7 

13 

14 

„15 

16 

17 

is.. 

19 

-21 

But if the evidence would show that this 

Persona  gOes to a suburban home every night, plays with his 

children,. goes out with his wife in the evening, and his 

way of living is killing for hire, yOu, mean that you still 

feel that even though he lives a lifetime like this, that he 

, I10 some theoretical or imaginable - remorse? 

A. • Well, there are a 3.0 of psychological mechan.. 

isms that he could use .-to prote;at hitadelf. 

For instanOt„ the typical one is to . . to Make 

his vi6tim So alienated,, so different. from himself, -so 

:oblique that he didn't ,recognize' him as a human being. 

At such a point of analysis .with that individual, 

where h& would come to a. point Of awareness or acceptance 

of that other persOn as identifi-ablk as himself, as like 

himself',;  at that point the guilt would rush in r  

It would emerge from the unconscious.. 

But it may never, emerge. He may live a whole 

lifetime 
v 	.•- 

, That! s' 	a there 

People-  in the Mafia and closta Nostra41.0:.at the 

ages of 70 .an 80. 	)-, ; 

22 

23 

.144 	Xes, 
„ 

4 	In their plush.iinied 

• 24 - 

25 

26, 

Ilight, 

4 	That is true? 

That is true. 

A 
Ll-1 

• 
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r 

3 ' ,  

4 

5 :  

z 4- 

• It may well. be  at this paint in history at least 

that these, girls genuinely, honestly have. no remorse, and 

this rush from the subconscious has not taken place. 

- That could, b-e true. It may not be 3n the-i,r.  

conscious;  but it would be' 	their unconscious. 

And you subicribe, X gather, to our philosophy 

T or the. criminal law that that which is done intentionally is 

what we send people to the:gas chamber before„ because they 

intend to do things,. right? 

recognize ti  

FITZGERALD; That assumes facts not in evidences  

yOur Honor.. 

X object to the for* of theAuestion. 

T RE 	Obleotio# sustained. ' 

BY ME.. UNARM-  Nows. y'Ou hare spoken about 

M. Ma#son -- that he sort.of was 

These.sirls spoke off' him in a pertain w4Y0 

right? , 

I testified about what tiler said about him„ yes. 

. 	Now) 	it .1.t your opinion' that many times 

the people that we call,quoteadaders, end quote, like the 

king, we mar, gall, .a main a1-king but in fact he may be the hw  •f-' 
slave of his serVants., 	 ‘ 	-• 1 

Nal, .pltrtil.Osi; 9141.0-foi ,GolaIi.i52.012.)  -irrelevant. 

THE COURT: 8usta4.ned.. , 	., 	„: 

Q 	BY NE. = 	
,r

TIMEX:  Well, 'Vie fact that you' put 4 

	

4)4 L 	f 

, 8 . 

15 

16 

13 

- 10 

20 

22 

23 

24 

.$• 
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certain, tn on a person,',phe 'fact that he may,be labeled the 

leader, that dais ridgy mean ,,.. that does not meat that in ' 

fact lir* tiansan or Mr, Watson/ or, any'one ;else, as' far „as 

your opinion is concerned, was in fact a leader. 
• . 	. 

You have no way'. of crowing that', -have yOu?' 

	

A. 	Well, i was reminded when you asked me about that 

slave business., T was reminded about Ilegel's point in. 

phenomenology, that slaves.ould not eXist without maaters. . 

and masters cannot exist without slaves; they are mutually 

interdependent. To separate vie from the other is , 

	

simp~ stip.

Q: 	But it may- We4be that someone that we think of 

as being the leader may intact be beholden, and may in 

tact be the follower for all you know,. 

Ihave been trying to point out, I think, all 

along that the situation is mutually dependent. 

.,They are meeting each Other's needs, In this 

family delusion, distortion, whatever you—want to mail it,. 

culture. 

4 	And- certainly as far as education, goes, these 

. girls,each of them have presented to you background, that 

carried, them through. high school, right? 

And college to acme extent, one of them. 

And as far as any kind of an indication of 

retardation, mental retardation 'due tO some injury at birth, 

there is no indication of anything like that, is there? 

10. 

3'• 

4 

5 . 

6. 

18' 

19 

20 . 

21 

22 

, 

24 

4 
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2. 

,3 

4 

7 

n - 

7 

X. 

15 	• 

16 

17 

18: 

1104 

4 	Now, you made the statement -- 

Well, first of all yob, used the term 

"neuroblochemistry. 

1. think I wrote , that down right. 

ps0 'neuroblochemistry, it is the study 'or 

science of 'biochemito mecham!sms 9f brain tunction..„ 

Would you,  say that, that field is ln its infancy, 
'. 	• 	

' 	R 	r 	 R 	: 

,A4 	 It IS still iit4 340(4 .,4 	',' 	, 	,. ,,  . 	 , 
4 	• " 'argon? 	• 	 „. 
A.. 	Xt is, stillr in thre irOmbAr- 	4 	• ' 

. 4 	It is not born yet? 

A. .. 	. Right. 

4 	And in that connection. would yOu tell us some 

of the 

What is the underlying theory of neuroblochemistr 

A. 	Well, the answer to that question is long and 

complicated. 

Essentially the theory is that the brain function 

2Q is like any other biolotacal functiOn; that there is a 

21 biochemistry involved with biochemical Mechanisms that 

22 mediate all the kinds of behavior that we ,see' on the. gross 

23 level. 

That every thought has a biochemical basis for 

25 existence 	that thoughts are the results of complex inter- 

26. 	actions of individual cells, and cell connections. 
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3 

, 4 

• 

6 

. .9 

10 

11 

12 

14.  

16, 

' 	17 

19 

go; 

21 

22 

g4. 

26 

26 ' 

.And at the very ,most basic Ieveltheie 

mechanisms are biochemical. 

There are a lot of subdivisions of that,. in 

terms of epinephrine, nor-epinephrine, ampoyclicamp. 

There are alot of subdivisions in a lot of 

areas but there are no,basie accepted theories of a 

neurobioehemical conneetion of the mind. We don't under-

stand, for Instances  how LSD works, or how mar:L.111am 

affects the -mind or even bow aspirin affects the mind, to 

.eIiminate headaches..  

The science Of druga is still in the empirical 

•stage. We try something with experimental animals, 

determine. the effects. 

Zf it looks safe in human volunteerswe try that. 

Mhat works empirically we institutionalize in' 

our therapy. 

We nave no idea how the minor or:major. 

tranquilizers Work, We only have theories. 

And what reater laboratory eou],d you have than 

these defendants? 

What greater laboratory can you haVe to_study 

and have an actual ease history wherein at least, asumedlY:  

and what you say we can dertainly argue. much more than 

asaumedly„ bU1 ire fact.those people have ingested large 

amounts of,T,kaAi 
• 

What greater laborator could yoU have? 

' 	 . 
	 • 	f 
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15 
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28  

20 

 ' 

• 21 

22 

23' 

• 24 

26 
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fl COURT s, What is the 'relevancy or that 

question? 

14:11,• till•AllEit: The relevp.ncy is the absolute discretion 

Of the jury 7.. .• 	•*- 5 	, 

'THE COURTt ; The objectiOn is sustained. 

, : Lt het on',,v4Sh the Otann itittiop 	i §I 	 anarek • 
) 4 

• 

• t 4 

26 
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• BY Iikto. UNARM 

Very well, your Honor. 

to. conducting future experts in, this field 

of neurobiochemistry, would not Leslie Van Houten, a person 

who has been convicted of eight counts of murder, would she 

be- morev4luable alive or dead? 

BUOLIOSU Oho, it is irrelevant, 

THE COURT; $ustaine4. 

Do 04. ewe, . y f uvther -examinationi  Mr. 

. Kanitrek7 	r  
; 	 „ 	• 

H liANAREX; Yes iyoui Hontni, ' 

woad like; to .igi4ta arguMent on, this, to the 

• ts 

Court. 

THE CQURT: 'It is not ykeltliailf !. 

AY MR. la.WAREK: 

You. used the word eclectic. What does that 

mean? 

Would you spell it fOrusi 

Q 	What does that mean, eclectic? 

A 	In psychiatry . it means a.position,, a theoretical 

position„ in ighich you subscribe to no single theory but 

rather practice a combination tir a variety, of theories. 

4 	You say that you are a* person who is a "" 

you were an eclectic? 

Yes. 

4 

9 

10 

13: 

14,  
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Q, 	As far as your approach to psychoanalytical 

problems are concerned? 

	

A 	Yes, 

	

, CI 	You are' telling us that right now science does 

not know what the interaction of the LSD mOlecuie is'.' with 

the, cells of the brain; right? 

	

A 	Right, 

	

Q 	There is 'objective evidence that LSD does' , 

locate itself in the brain; is that true? 

There is evidence that its primary site of 

effect in the body is in the brain.. 

	

Q 	is in the brain; right? 

	

A 	Yea, 

i mean, this is. actual autopsy evidence on 

animals; is that correct? -. 

	

A 	No*, it is not, ,It is inferentia/ evidence 

on the basis. of radioactively tagged LSD molecules and' 

where they locate themselves . within the brain but don't 

	

stay in 	the brain, 	 _i.• 

, For*stance, most of the substance is 

eliminated from the body allong-time before the effecpiof 
i 	 4 

the drug ta'6 place, 	haa giverius a lot "of Panic 'for 

reflection about what its mechanisinfi,ofeffeceare..; 
r. 

	

q 	but I suppose you could' say Doctor, it IS 
, 	• 	a 	• 

certainly a postulate that one Of the sCientific possibilia 

ties is that LSD reacts 'with certain molecules, certain cells: 

8 

10 

11 

.12 
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O. 

II 

12 

13 

18, 

' 

• 

12a flS*18  

21 

22. 

,23 

24 

of the brain, and tAiengemItheirstructure at i level, at 

a submolecular or kibatohliC Level. Is that 'Ooseible? 

That is postal*, but that is 140t the state of 
d 	' 

thekw:4404p ,right now. 

The state of the knowledge is. the assumption 

And even, this is coudng•under question again -- that the 

chemical molecule of 145, 'in some way, interacts with 

other-chemical Molecules already in the brain to either 

change enzymes or alter the metabolism of the cell,. 

We knAnv.0114  evidence of change in the 

submicroscopic structure Of the. brain. 

-Out the point is that the fact that thiseVi',  

deuce doeset exist means only that our measuring power 

and our microscopic power is very limited, relatively 

speaking, to the size of the molecule/ 

A . It moans: either 'that we :dontt have the tools • 

to see what it is doing or that it is not doing anything . 

that is measurable, which"is the same argument: 

24 
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23. 

24 

. 25- 

.26  

4 	Bight. But it turned out he was right? 

Yes, 

4 ' * And -a lot of other-  people of hie day were 

,dead -wrongi right? 

A. 	Tess_ 

4. 	$o,-would you tell us where, Doctor, where 

will Science get its subjects for this LSD brain type 

26 r281 

6 

16 

' 	19 

-- 2  
i 	t. .. 

t 	 1' ' 
likii 0  it may.I!ell:be= that ,there14.e en actual - 

Organic *F4e4i0 change in the molecular level that.we do. not have 
• 

equipment yet to analyze? 

A. 	That is perfectly true.- What;is-a posiibility. 
' • , 	- 	 * 

Akd.peOple have expoundedd-and have,. in litera-, 

tore, people have 	that la, scientists like yourselt$  

and others 	have. set forth this As possibilities; right? 

Possible but not probable on the basis or .our 

current. ,ex*Perience. 

But there are people that still-believe this? 

A. -'- There are people that suspect.. 

NO one that 1 know Of belleVes it because there 

is no-evidende. 

4 	Well, Oolumbut was the only gmy in a large 

group that said the world was round; and'hewas right and 4 

10t.ot other People were wrong; tight/ One man? 

A. 	True. But he was only absolutely positive When' 

he didn't fall Qty' the edge. 

12a-1 

• 

	2. 
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researehT 

MR. BUGLIOSIt Irrelevant. 

THE COURT: Sustained, 

mn; XANAREK: Then, your Honor, 1 would like to make 

argument to the Court. 

THE COURTS It iS not necessary. 

Ask you .next question. 

Q 	BY MR., XANAREK: Now)  you made a point 	my 

notes indicate -- well)  you spoke of Leslie Van Houten 

having intense fear/ 

Yes. 

Now, would ybu tell us)  what did she tell you 

About this inten$q teat that she. had? 

me check my notes,. 	• 

After about 24 minutes,, She delidriiaed leiTing 

the oar and entering the house there she walked,in upon a 
. 

sone in which. Nrs. La BiariOa'wlia'A ittl*g with bet hinds 

tied behind her, with her husband!'tied:upl  ' '  
. 	, • ..r,. 	• 	• 	 1 

Mrs. La Bianda was quite frightened, which put 

me on a bummer, 

She said her initial reaction to the scene wea 

like)  1'0114 wow, what is :ping on here.",  

am going down to the moment of struggle. 

Mie'saYa at this point she telt extremely• 

paranoid, confused and disorganized. 

That is the point at which the adtuaI knifing 

21 

22.  , 

23 

,24 

25.  

26.  
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•

2 

 

-oaaurred.- 

Zhe states she remembers little of what happened 

subseqUentlyexeept that Mrs. La Bianca was Overwhelmed 

with fear and aontinued to repeat over and over again that 

she wouldn/t call the pollee. 

Leslie States that it seems like all she would 

hear was the wOrdJ1pOliee, pollee," and that she,, in 

retrospeatt  thinks that Mrs. La Bianca's fear and terror was 

seeping into her and filling her with the same feelip$4. 

That is all I have written about her. feelings 

of 

' 

4 

• 

% • • 

' 
• 

14. 

15 

)6.  

IT. 

.14  

21 

22.  
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• 

'5 

g 

.9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15. 

16 

,Now, do you have an opinion as. to whether 

Leslie Van Houten, at the time ,that Nrs, La Bianca spoke 

as indicated there, do you have an opinion as to Whether 

Leslie Vati'llouteti felt fear, the .emotion. of fear in 

herself? - 

•A 	Once again, the question of her credibility ,  

comes into:mind, with the same arguments that we have used 
4  

before, but I feel that. she di4.• feel fear and paranoia as 

she describes it.. i.., , f 

I dOnq.ktow many pepple who CO be 'involved in 
. 	. 	. 	. 	, 

a physical' straggle with the.pcitentill for,injUry4. them- 

selves' or the other person,,who--•dont t. 	,fear. 

In fact, it seems .a tasia biologicarrifeChantim 

to ..get . .that whole series ..of emo4onal_ effects. ,from the; rush 

Of epinephrine, the tension, the shaking, the heart pounding, 

the rush of blood, confusion, fear that goeS with. that... 

This epinephrine, what is that, Doctor? • 

It is a chemical which is found -- it is 

basic to all physioloiic mechanisms in the body, the basic 

physiologic mechanisms-. 

.And what part does it play in a situation,where 

'a person has fear? 

	

A 	tt is ,the chemical that mediates neuronal 

reaction, the transmission of neuronal impuISes. 

It is a very basic -chemical in the function, of 

' -the 

17 

18 

19 

,20 

22 

23. 

24 

gs 

26. 
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' 

• 3  

4 

7 

10 

' 11 

' 12 

18 

14 

18, 

16 

17 

, • 18 

19 

-20 

.21 

22 

2a 

24 

25 

26.  

 

:What do you itean, by neuronal, Doctot? 

The.nervous sistem, the neurons, the neural 

‘4: 	And the action of the epinephrine- and its effect 

On what you call the neuronal system -- am I saying, that 
• . 	 • 

‘right,' the neuronal systeni? 

: A 	:The neuronal system. 

That,  is reflexive. A person has is o way of 

A 	That is automatic. 

That is automatic? 'That is not. reflective at 

all; right? • 

A . Right. 

Q 	That is,' by the very physiology, the very' 

chemistry we are born With?' 

AC' 	It is part of the autonothic or automatic nervous 

system.. 

Q ' 'you haVe told us that people who are under the 

influence Of LSD. have reactions they do certain things 

with , their physical body where they,. for instance,haVe the 

emotion of fear within them. 

That is ;true/ 

lees; " 

- The emptionsof all varieties are intensified 

by the effect of LSD, Including fear,- joy, sadness,,happine0S4  

paranoia. 

Q 	And so,. when you say that fear is intensified, 
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12b-3 

6 

10. 

120 flit.. It 

12: 

what effect wc.)44,4 this intensification have on the physical 

motteinents of Leslie Van ,Houten? 

A. 	Welli  maybe I can 'summarize it in saying that 

it is.-accepted now in the medical literature and the 

'pharmacological literature ,fit' LSI has a sympathomimetic 
-i

..effeetswhich Gimp y meaiit.34  it acts iii a sympathetic4ike 

way dealing . with the'isymp  athefic:.,Porti-on:Of the ,autrittatief: 
,  

•Aervotta: system;. which is mediated 4by epinephrine. 

I tope I don't confilSe you 	that.:: t is4".  

just that it acts as though it were epinephrine. It acts 

as though it had epinephrine-lid properties, ' LSD does. 

• 13 ' 

14,  

15 

-16 

' 17 

19,  

' 20' 

21 

23 

24 

2S 
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26,287 

And in so .acting„,  it causes people to do very 

unusual things .'under .the.rintensification that you have 

ittdicateal right? 

- A 	It effects One aspect .of. nervous function. e . 

say it is sympathosimetic because it causes reactions in 

the body that are like the epinephrine effect, it causes 

certain changes in the pupil of the eye, certain changes in 

the heart rate, changes in blood pressure, like epinephrine. 

So, we say .4. islike epinephrine in that way. 

But, the relationship.betweeii the basic 'biochemistry of the 

brain and behavior is 	a world apart, lie don't know 

the conneotions as 

This is the whole area of the search., trying.  to 

connect the two togethei, t See hate a  basic biochemical 

reaction eventuates into a behavior, which is more complex 
, 

then. a simple cell response. ' 

There may be as many as a billion nerve cells 

involved with a Sixele decision to stand up', each one of 

those .cells functioning individually biochemically. . 

SO, we are talking about things Which are poles 

apart in completity. 

'Well, when you say they are poles apart in  

complexity, Doctor, that does not mean that there are not 

people, scientists, who -believe that one affects the. other? 

A , 	,Oti, we all agree they affect each other.. They 

are related, but it is like tryimgto relate a single brick, 
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21 

22 

23 
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26,288 

to the City. of New York. One is very simple and one is 

'horribly complaX• 

Obviously,theyare related, but what the: 

relationship is, it is Much simpler in that analogy than 

we have ever been able to find in the brain. 

Q 	But are there people in the scientific world 

who believe that this reaction of LSD does create in the. 

person ,that is under the influence the reflexive conduct 

'that you have spoken of, the perseveratton and all of that? 

. 	A 	Oh, yes, yes. -But to attribute that to a 

specific...biochemical mechanism is much too simple. 

What you .are saying is, Doctor, that you con!t,' 

at this point in time, we Can't trace the cbomistry of tt 

and the electrical impulse of it, that' is,, we can't lay 

it out on eidrawing board and say 'lilts is it?" 

A 	That's right. 

Q 	But people who are i*t the science that you are 

speaking of do' make this conclusion and bridge the iap 

and say that ,this ingestion of• LSD does cauSe'the persevera7 

tion. .and the matters that you have spoken of? 

4 YCS: 

There *re a wide variety of people• who describe 

the effect of the 'drug, and in5.11410.4mong ttukse,.ordinary-

effects perseVaration and persveratiVe behavior-and' 

perseverative thinking. 	'1 • • .1 
4 	Noy, I will show you 'some pictures, Docuir. 
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:4 	4 THE 0;AliertAbery well. , 

4 	• 

2 

• 4 

12d as%  

9 

12 

13 

16. 

• May t approatch..the witness, your .Nonori 

CODRV Are' 	-same ,PtPtitrat 

MR. i(ANAREK: No, 	 different. A different 
,t. 

subjedt, 'your - !Itinor 

(Mr. Kanarek approaches the witness.) 

2,289  
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26 	Qi 	Now; door 	ttrilce yOu 	signillcan tba,t , 	. 

2 

9 

•13 

14 

16 

16 

. *18,  

19 

2P 

2.6290' 

Q BYVA. KAMM; 'X show you pictures 150, I think, 

through 159, that axe pictures of Abigail. Folger at autopsy, 
.and I ask you it you would view theselaidtures and tell us 

whether you zee anyperseveration. 

iH POURT: l- think the question is ambiguous, 

Mr. 1anarek. 

NH. WARM; 4 	:404umings. Doctor, that Patricia 

'Xrenwinkel was under the intluence o LSD, as she has told 

you, and that the wielded the weapon that created those 

wounds that you see'on Atfigail Folger, 

Do. you have; an'Opinion as tO whether this 'is 

erseverative conduct? 

With that assuMption',.I would have to deseribe it 

as perzeveration in terms Pr repeated actions, by dellnition. 

-•3 	." taceo k  

So, the same would apply to Katie Krenwinkel as 

to Leslie Van flouter; right'? 

Xes. 

Q. 	That we have discussed about.? 

With the assumption. 

Right. 

22 . 	 Now, as. a psychiatrist, Doctor, your chosen, 

23 'yk,,r0feEig i on. la 'broad,11,  in what w4- ;1.,1 the .behe-vioraI 

24 Soiencea;.right? 

25 	 .)%/s. 
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21 

J3 

14' 

these events took place'on sualesSive nights? 
' MR. BUOLIOSIOalls for a conclusion,. your Honor: 

TAR COURT; Well,. the quettion As 

KAXARM 	- You say you. have a question 
. 	 " or ire were discussing the questionoFtheveracity040 

hOnesty, 'Whether in tact thesegirla had ingested 1010  

That is one of the topics that we Werle'discuOaing; right? 

A. 	Yes. 

Q , 	Now, my question is, Doctor, having in mind 

th'e subcUltUre involved -with the.  girls, having in mind thin 

perseveratiVe conduct that you have seen in these exhibits 

that we haie shosi to you, and it we assume that these 

. people have the relationship',, that is, Patricia Eton-

winkeI has the relationship with Susan Atkins and Leslie 

Van Houten that we have,spoken of' here -- is it.significant, 

is it Of intortance that these events occurred on separate 

but successive nights as far as fortifyipg your belief one 

way or the other that they . were, under the influence of 

LSD?"' 

I can't f011OW that., I am sorry. 

q - What 1'am saying is, Doctor; .A question that, is 

24 beingpOsedhere is whether or not theile girls were, in 

fatt„Ainder the influence of LSD-, right? 

' 	 Granted. . 

:25 	 Sots, having in mind that these events, a3 to 

  

  

those two ladies that you we thewounds on,that these 
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events .Occurred on sUccesSive nItiOta 
1 

A. 	Yes. 

Does, that fact. that these occurred on successive 

1:44ghts. have anY significance in, rendering a decision as to 

,whether.,„ 11 fact, they were on. LSD on these two nights? 

dont see hOw that would help ine. 

,1 tit  

That doesn't .help you, the fact that the were 

one 'night apart./ 	• 

L 	•No, it •doesn't-t-  help me,. 

12e 

1  

12 '  

13. 

a 

20,  

21 

22 

• 23 

26 

P 
	 r . 
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Would you say, Doctor, it there anything about 

that that would mitigate, that would favor-their not being 

Under the' influence 0“01  the fact that 'these happened :on 

successive nights? 

A 	Well, there is a portion of the literature on 

LSD that states that' successive' doses lif• the drug%  

• repeated'doses'of the drug, would eventuate in a non- . 

response t0 the drug, and that about three or four nights 

of successive ingestions will result in no effect at all 

the fourth .or fifth. night that it is taken, 

That must mean that probably.the second dOse 

will be less potent than the first in terms of its effects. 

But I can only speculate abort how much less, potent or how 

lesa effect,s and that, woad strictly be speculation. 

New, Doctor, you made a statement that psyche-

delica are used Co unprogpsm.. 

.26, • 

Is that correct? 

A ' 	I believe I sal*apecifiCaIly that, it was: 

QPinion that they have been used. in these individual* 

specifiCally to attempt to' unprbigraw. theitelittaf 	' 

- 	4 	You, are telling us that Leslie Aran Houten 

consciously. took LSD with. the intent%  the conscious.  intent*  • 
to unproiram herself? 

I call't quote her on that%  but I Might be able 

to *ote one •of.the other two on that. 

Please do. 

3.2e1 

3 • 

4 

7.  

8 

10. 

• . 
	13 

'14 

15• 

M- 

19 

- 

21 

, 	22.  

23 

24 

25. 
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Let me-  go through the notes again. 

All right. , 

A 	.11ere is one Statement that implies this., 

"I don/ t even come on any More to LSD." Thia 

is by Katie. "I am acid. I live it. I can't even take 

myself from- it any Mort,. I. am .too aware of my own feelings 

now. n 

This is contrasting herself now with where she 

saw herself before in terms of what her psyChology or value 

system vas. 
• 

• ObauSe while the witness looks through his 

document. 

• Well.,. I can't find a specific quotation *ore 

exact thinthat. 

'Well, then, are you saying that a chronic user ' 

gar abused of LSD, after some period of time,. to longer gets 

Any effect 'from LSD? 

A " Roo  I am not,seying that. 

don't belileVi that That isn't compatible 

with., the :gre:S.test k  experience)  the greatest number of 

people titat:I,4howe talited vith. • 3 	t 	, 

'There is 	 ""tol:,eiancen 

more exact -- there 	a. ..tolerance - which. deyelopi*, to the- 
- • 	- 	• 	• 	1.  . 	' 

drug after four ingestiOns approkimatalt. 

We know that,. 	 - 

I don" t know of any evidence at all that -chronic 

• 

26,';  

6. 

S9 

15. 

16 

17, 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

• q5 
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use  of the drug rests 1„n itil'becoming no longer 
effectual in the 

* 
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4 	So, then, certainly these.  girls are not 

scientists or neurobiochemists or psychiatrists. 

What do yoti mean whet yop•  say that she took LSD to, you eery, 

unprogrami, 

_what means to have some.effectot thib, what ' 

you call the conditicTal or the- co4ditioned responiel 

A. 	Well, lot mil  give you. an 'example of that which 

I think  is oomparable to What, pbe ty.ked ab"out:in terms Or 
her LSD experiences. 

Xn the LSD state she described feelings of 

like being in the ocean„ oceanic Feelings, oneness with the 

universe; oneness with the ocean, not apart from,it. No 

1.onfpgr distinct or Separate from, it. A feeling of true 
belonging to ti World. World. 

Which was in sharp Contrast to earlier statements 

,aboilt feeling never a part ,of things. I am talking about 

Saie. Ne.ver being a part of her family. Never belonging, 

nee feeling that she belonged- aro/here, 

. Zubsevett .to that; she would seek actively to 
regain 0r:rejoin that ree141g  by taking '14Spageint, to take 

her away from A feeling inside of herself, a toe:1111g which 

YOu could then describe -- In tact 1,she described as 

programmed into her by her family, by others, by the world. 

So, she is attempting to deprogram herself from 

undesirable feelings inside of herself through the use of a 

chs;1110al. 

. 22, 

23 

24 

25. 
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15 
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'19,  

2Q 

' 21 

.22 

23. 

262297 

10 

4 - This is just
. a form of chronic( use or abuse of 

LSD? This ig done by jillions of Children On the street 

right here on SunsetYaouIevard, on Hollywood PouIevard,. 

eVery day? 

'I world say that the vast majority of 

theM are not, se.pkipg,tO esCape unpleasant aspects of their +,. 
self-perception but are rather tryl,ns to explore, the world 

• ,N 
from a position of some comfort 44ith themselvei. 

Z think that maybp,":ithe long run or final 

analysis-0  the difference, between their Use of the drug and 

the. use by many othergl. 

4, 	but .there ig a goodly portion a, goodly portion 

Of the children who use LSD in Loa Angeles, who use it fOr 

the very same purpose that you say that Sadie told you she 

s Using it for? 

X think that there are people in Los Angeles 

d other places Who do that. 

X think; then. yOu have to look at the factor of 

requency and dose and duration and total length o1' rise. 

1 think there is a difference between, an 

mdividUal, out (it curiosity,, on the college level, 

eking, L once, and someone taking it two or three or 

our times a week and two or three tabs at a time, 

d • 
.• 

24 

25 

26. 
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12g4 

.3 

4 

5 

7 

9 

11 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

19 

20,  

1 

2? 

23 

24 

All right, 

What I am saying, Doctor:, there are people on 

the street, rt.) to speak,. children -- children 13, 14, 15, 

16 years old who use it in the very sate way that Sadie 

was using it, right here in Los Angeles,: every day of the 

week; right?. 

A 	1 think that, in the total phenomenon of 'LSD 

use, that the frequency and -pittern of use like her$ is, • 

by far, the exception rather than the rule. 

gut this exceptions certainly a; goodly 

percentage of people? 

A 	No, it is nOt a goodly percentage. 

-1 mould estimate it would .be less than five-

tenthas'ofs percent of a1L thoee ibat use it from our study 

with a special college` group at 'LIMA,. 

4 	With a college group? 

A Yes. . 

Q 	Well, I am talking about high school, the people 

that dOnit go to College, that group, 

They use it 'for 	donit they? 

A 	The evidence from, studies now at Carnegie-Neil-on' 

institute-, and studies that are ,going on in San Diego, the 

studies that have,'ione on,"in Los Angeles, at Taft Ugh' 

-.School 	and V ‘Lild cite 'you' vatiety,  of' oth#r studies 

is that it ,is,, by far, a 'very an: 11 pe'reentage 0-1 inavidnas 

who are using the drug on any: regular. basis 	fres/Alelle 

 

g5 
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• 26.299 

basis. 

2 	
By °regular." Y wean more than once month. 

• by "frequent/1  t 'mean more than 'once a mOnth 	By "regular " 

I mean at some fixed intervals.. 

The vast 'majority of LSD users do not use it 

the way these individuals ,did. 
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' 4 	All right, but then there are case histories - 

and within your case 

THE COURT: Will Counsel approach the bench. 

<The following proceedings were had at the 

bench .out bf:the hearing 0 the jury;) 

THE COURT: 'We haVe arrived at that point again, 

' Mr. Kanatek„ when Pau are going around in - Circles: 

You appear to have explored all of the 

,relevant avenues Of inquiry. Now let's, get on with it or 

wind It:up. 

MR, XANAREX: Well, I can only saY, your Honor-, 

THE COOT: -'/Pu ,apparently- seen bent on seeing how 

long. you can, drag this 00. 

MR. XANAREK: That is.not so,. your Honor, .I deem it 

' to .be very important: . 

I knoW it ia a violation of due process and 

equal. ,protection or rour1H4t9r to cut me off,— 
- 'THE COURT: I am telling you to get to something 

5 

• .6 

7 

.8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13, 

14 

15 

16 

18 

•19 

20 

21 

relevant or ter irate your examination. 	 ' , • 

MR. KANAREK: I think it IS'post.relevant. 	-44  

TR$ COURT: All right, I don't, 

.MR4 FITZGERALD: 4sAc6g,as wixte up..atthe,b#0.h0  

your Honor, If the Court please, lir. Keith, Mr. Shinn: and 

.1 would like to impoie on theCoUrt,-Itwe can, in the 

respect when Xt. Kanarek finishes his examination we wonder 

if we might individually reopen our direct examination of 

• 22 

23 

24 , 

'25 
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Dr. Hochman. 

Mr. Shinn, Fir.. Keith and I .did talk to 

Dr; Hochmext over the noon hour and we were appraised of the 

results of the interviews of our regrective 

We neve, gone Over the questions with him; it 

will De brief; it will be germane and it will be to the 

• We would, like .if et all possible 

KEITH; , I can do it either •way on redirect 

examination 

WI,Keitii 'Has already had the benefit of , 

the direct exaMination. 
4. 	

_ 	. 	• 	• -• • 
11Rk;, KEITH.: I can, do it eithe way. I `will,hEive an 

• 

r 

VIE COURT.: If my reeolie0iion d.s Correct, u 

already examined him twice. 

KEITH. Dr, Hochman! 

THE COURT: Havenft yoU2 Haventi; you asked, 

questions after other defense counsel finis heat 

MR. KEITH: I don't recall. 

THE COURT: PerhapS I ani mistaken.. . 

BUGLIOSI: I have ,not examinod him at all myself. 

I will be brief. 

TI:S COURT: This can go on forever, obviously., it's 
• 

1 

7 

9 

I • 

15 

16 " 

17 . 

18 

19•  

20 

21,

22 

23 

24 

25 

262 

'opportunity on redirect examination. '. 
	 .,, 

t  4.• . 	i 4. 	. 	4 	' 

T COURT: You have .,alralo vfx4Fained hitt twice; 

rR, KEITH: Pardon me? . 	4 N4 - 	4 . 	-; L. 

I.  
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an inexhaustible field, 

MR. KEITH: There are some relevant points I feel. 

I did not. get in. 

COURT: There haven't been any brought out. in 

thig:laSt. few minutes, 

MR. :KEITH: I did not 'finish 	that I feel did not 

.get into the evidence that is important to me. 

MR. FITZGERALD.: It is simply we would like to have 

the doctor render an opinion on the present mental Status 

on ,Susan Atkins,' Patricia Kranwinkell  and the basis .for his 

'opinion. 

13ut that, is the extent of the questiOnso 

THE COURT.; All right, letls.get on with the-

examination, Mr. lianarek. 

EVOLIOSII When you gay "present mental statue," 

' what are you talking about, sanity? Are you tallang about 

diminished capacity-or what? 

MR. FITZGERALD; The doctor has told me as the result 

of his examination he• formed the opiniOn that Patricia 

XrenwinkeI is mentally ills she suffers from a schiAoid 

personality as Manifested by certain recognizable symptoms 

'of mental illness which he will describe. 

TEE COURT: All right, letl.s proceed. 

- 	(The falOwitg proceedings were had in,  open 

court in the presence and Ilearing Of the juryl) 

BY MR, 4ANABEN: Doctor, do you agree that when 

26,302 

• 
a 
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someone is under the influence of LSD• that it is a drug w.  

That they are then at that point 'undergoing a 

drug-andiced psychosis? 

initially, aedical science viewed LSD 

as poisibly a means. Of. providing us a mild psychOtis that 

6 	IS, a way of creating artificially all the mental 

- 7 . experiences that ()emir naturally in what we call a 

psychOtic state.. 

Eventually).however, this was rejected because 

it *rat felt the two-experiences were not truly alike. ' 

the psychotic state it i's. generally 

12 	accepted that the individUAI 4,a incompetent to judge 

reality in a normal ,way, r  to react appropriately to, external. 

u 	stimulus; to control.' his 	 r4s4iam, 
• . 	-r 	" 

15 	that his sense of no or .sense•.ot. agency'Agf s
"

o • disrupted, 

totally-, that he'ls unable 0.function3norma31Y. 	
, . 

17 
	

111 the LSB'state., sian vtdOses do not' disrupt 

13' 	ego function that significantly'. 	 • 

zo 	 Larger doses can really disrupt egO.functions 

20 	so active delUsions, halluoinationS and 	aberrant 

a 	perceptions. oc our.  

22 	 But generally the differences in the LSD state, 
• . 

23 	the individual maintains an awareness ,that this is a 

24' hallUcination. 

That is not always true but that is_ generally 

26 true, once again depending on the, dose, 
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5 

And even in thp sitmiexperience one can, drift 

in and onto  or-Cijte 	4n:d'out tithe state where yO4 are.  

no longer capable' ok obseryins t4e.reaction .and 

Aiello.  that iS just a hallucinatiOn.h  

They do occur,pertodsinthe experien4 whini 
Fr 	

• 

you*lose the 'Power' to ObserVeo  to discriminate ones' 

 

9 

ao: 

12 

T3' • 

zs 

16. 

17 

1? 

21 

4 ' 

23 

24 

25- 

26 

N 

personal reality from the roaIttyAo'the 

reality of the drug,. 

So it ,is possible to argue that a modified 

psychosis does OcCUr Chemically induced under the influence 

of LBD on a tetaporary- 

But this is momentary, at the most hours in 

the greateat majority'Pf individuals.' 

S0 it a person thinks that l3 004.e4 up is. 

the distance of -a curb' or a person thinks that he or she 

U1' a witch, or if a'Person thinks. that the factual set-up.,  

before them is something which in fact it. isn't, this ie-- 

....: a chemiCalrychosis. 

4, 	This is a chemical psychosis that is LSD induced, 

right' 

it they think they can fly and jump out of a 

window and, get killed, that is vsychOtic. 

If they believe they can fly and, get tO the 

window- 4nd say, Naito, I'd better not do that,'` they are. 

not psychotic. 

If they think they Are a witch and in fact 
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4 

6 

.6 

7 

8.  

9' 

13a 	10 

• 
15. 

17 

18 

. • 19 

21 

22 

23 

they are nOt a witch, they are psychotic, right?. • 

'If they act upon it 

MR. UNAREKt Thank :ou. 
4  

_THE 	. we will titic4 our recess at this time.: 

ladies and:zentlemen., do not converse with 
•, 

anyone or i:orig /or expres.ir.ani ?4ipinl.on .rggading, penalty.  

'until that issue is ti.nally submitted to you. 

The Court. 411' r4C.948 for; 1 slinUtes I 4.  

(ReCessl) 

g4. 

• 

••26 
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1ME COST: All partite, counsel and jurors are 

present; 
2 

Mr. Buglipsi, do you care to crostsexamine? 

MR; 00GLIOSI: Yes, your Honor. 

CROSS-EXAMMTION 

BY MR. BUGLIOSI: 

t;a 	Doctor, you testified that you entertained the 

possibility that Leslie, Sadie and Ratio may have been unde 

the influence of T$D. during, these murders, is that'correcti 

A 	Yes. 

You are not sure about this but you just enter-

tained' 'thii possibility, is that correct? 

A 	Yes,* 

And I believe yoti testified that one indication 

that they were under the ,influence is that, looking bank 

to,the nights of these murders, they describid the Street yfw _ 

lights 0 :colors:ofliit*Is And the streets as arteries. 

, *I  And 	that:thesg liescriptionsare. 

typical:Of those Ngihd art Ontler,the'ingiutnce, ti that 
4 
	 * • 

s 

correct? 

.A Yes. 
ri 
	 I 

Now., you recOgniteo'do rptinot,pobtor, that 

5 

6. 

'9 

10 

. 11' 

1 

if these three female defendants wanted you to believe 

they' were under the inflUence of LSD on the nights lag 

these murders, theitould very easily interject LSD terms 
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and descriptions as „they ratite to you. the '.events on the 

night in, .question,-  is that correct? 

A 	, 'That 1-0, correct. 
-; 

For 0144ftcation, Doctor, X want to ask' you 
i ‘' 	• 

this ttueaticru  . , - , . . t .. 
• , 	,..1 

' You, certainly have read very' very extensively 

the iiterkture in tlie',field.of LSD, ;1,11 that 'cOrrect? 

A 	Correct.. 
, 

4 	Have yd.* ever- read,'a reported ease in;  the 

literature of LSD of any, iristivi4u$ who co tied murder 

'while under the influence of LSD? -' 

A 	No, suicide but n9t murder. 

From your :experience in the field of.  LSD have 
. 	. 

you found that with some individuals LSD has absOlittely no  

• effect Whatsoever? 

A 	This does occur* Rarely; but it does toccur. 

.4, 	You say that Leslie started taking LSD at the 

age of 14? 

A - Yes, that was her first experience et the age 

14.. 

Q 	And that she went into it with a so-called 

'vengeance, . is that correct? 

A 	Yes, 

Q 	• Would you elaborate on that? 

A 	Immediately after her first experience she 

describes as establishing shortly thereafter a pattern of 

13a-2 

• 
. 5  

6 

17 

10 

19 

20 

21, 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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13a-3. i` 

3 

4 

5 • 

6, • 

7 

a 

regt1ar, use on approximately a- weekly basis, and expressed 

the desire at that time to take more if she,  would be 

allowed. to.  by Bobby itackie. 

Even before Leslie Van llouten joined the so-

ca-1,10d Manson Family, Nould you say from-  your evaluation 

Of her that she was -more emotionally disturbed than the 

average person/ . 

A 	Yes. 

Q 	Significantly more? 

I don't know, the way of measuring that,. 

I would say more, definitely more. 

So- even before she joined the Family .she had 

emotional problems more than the average. person,. is' that 

correct? 

A 	I *load say so. 

- T believe you testified yesterday that Leslie 

historically had trouble; with her impulses. 

Would you: elabtorate on that? 

• A ., Yes, shedescribed the episodes of sudden 

outbursts of tee manifested in striking her .sister iu  

the head with a shoe, 1 think is what she described on a 

number of occasions. 

I was trying to remember if she said something 

about school, or am I onfus 	her 

That is the main -thing. that impressed me. 

I will ;at back, 'to that in a short while. 

- 
A 
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2 

This is' basically what you. meant when' you said 

'historically 

'• 	A 	Riatorically that was„ the th.ing that impressed 

Q 	Meaning. she acts impulsively? 

A 	That only impressed me in light of the other 

.experience I had with her immediately at the Sybil  Brand 

in terms of her responses to me, the testing situatiOn. 

YOU, 'got'  Vie impression from 0watt:tiling het that 

she is an, impulsive individual? 

A • Yes. • 

• C/ 	She tends to act spontaneously on the spier of 

the moment? 

. A. 	Yes, 

q 	without r0.30.ectiota 

A' 	Yes, 

I believe you testified yesterday that the 

D3 	 solidifed and reinforced and affirmed Leslie's 

1.9 .feelings. 

5 

6 . 

7 

2 ' 

9 

10 

11 
• 

12 

13 

16' 

17 

20 

21 

22 

/4 

24 

25 

20.  

Ey that •d‘ you mean that when .  she j pined the 

Vami1y they 	that stie found people who with insignificant 

Variations basically felt the same way about things as the 

did? 

'A • She shared many of the same feelings and values*  

X thin 

That•she already ha4 

26,30g 
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- 	• 	" 

	

A 	Yes. 

Q Arid would you say that some of these feelings 

that Leslie already hid*. eveli-isrior, to her joining the 

'Family, were a'.,type o instOrined anger and hostility? 
, 	• 

	

A 	Would y4 repeat that? : 

	

Q. 	id yOu‘say!- `that :the ,feelftaft etiat Jeslie had 

even. before she joined the family were a tertain.anger and 
I 

hostility*  let's say, toward Society?' 

	

`A 	Ir Would Bei so. 	 1-, 
•  

And X believe you testified that at the. time 

Leslie was stabbing Rosemary La Bianca. shewas*AtArtted by 

tertiin rage end anger, is that correct? 

	

A 	I said I believe that she was experiencing 

*pulses. of oeVaxe, anger- ot tagei 
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Directed ,towarcis whom, Rosemary, of cOurse? 

A 	Rosemary literally. 

• But psycholdgically I think it was toWard a 

mud more diffuse target than Mrs. La Bianca. 

Q, 	What would this diffuse target be? 

A 	I think it was towards all'the frustrationa, 
4 

disappointments, disillusionmeUts) inadkuacies .she 
r 	 o 	 ' 

experienced in herself inia1  in,:the.world in which she had 
• • 

grown 
• 

Many ,of which she experienced 'before she 

ever joined the Family, is that correct? 

Yes. 

Would you say Leslie Van tioUten has 'more rage 

and anger within het than the average person? 

A 	'That really gets very theoretical because 

• 'theoretically we are ail capable of harboring such feelings 

`that we all start at a common; a, p.oint of common denomination, 

as instance, with anger and -impulsivity. 

But in her I. think these are a little less 

restrained and controlled than in the average individual. 

X don't know bow you measure rage except in 

terms of 'its effects, so before the actual expression X 

could not measure it, I could only theorize its presence 

in the psychology of the individual. 

Looking at her conduct on the night of the La 

= Bianca Murders, and based ,on . yOur personal examination, of 

13bL-1 

:2 

io 

11 

12 ' 

13. 

14- 

'15 

11 

18 

20.  

11 

22 • 

23. 

24 
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her, do you feel that she has more surfate hostility And 

rage than .the average person whom: You.Interviewed, letis 

say? 

A 	I think. it, is closer to the .surface than',a' • 
lot of people. 

1

'4 

42 	Did she tell you anything'. 	of 4. 

violent 'disp'osition before she even. metjfanson? 

For instance, in her childhood or.dUring the 

adoleScent years? 

A 	no. In fact I pointed out I was impressed by 

her declaratiOns to the opposite extreme of her feelings.of 

love towards everyone, her absence of anger and host4ity, 

her denial of these things in herself. 

4 	She did till you, of course, about the adopted 

ch 	called Bessie? 
A 	Yes, that was One of the specifics that. 

impressed me, her denial of feelings of resentment towards 

the two adopted children, in the home. 

7Lia other words, she 'claimed she was not 

resentful towards them., is that torrent? 

A 	Yes, and had no 'resentful feelings when they , 

came into the home when she was about three or four years 

old, 

'Az 	But'in. point of fact on a number of occasions 

she struck Bessie over' the head with a shoe or some other 

object at sand, is that correct?, 
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That is 'what slie reported to 	• 

She told you she struck Bessie very'hard'on the 

.3 
 head? 

A 	Yes.. 

s. And at the time she was experiencing extr'eme l  

8 

.4 2 

anger towards Bessie, is that correct? 

A 	Yes. 

Q. 	Did she indicate to you . how-old she Vas at the. 

tune. of this event or incident with Bessie? 

A 	She reported that on several occasions, 

don't remember exactly what age -- 

Oh, she herself was uncertain when it happened 

in Connection with her •general,paucity of .speciftc memory.  

for her childhood, 

'She was always very vague about the dates. and 

.protested that she really could ,not remember. 

,But Ott many occasions She struck Bessie very 

hard. over the head with 'a shoe -or -otty other object On 

hand? 

A. 	She indicated' on a number of occasions, not 

several-, not many,. a number, it was not a regular 	/ 

occurrence, in, fact she presented it as sOmething-unusual, 

but it -was tot isolated in one ortwo single instances. 

Again, she as . uricertatti time the number. 

Q1: ' With respect to the first Bobby in Lestie's 

life, X believe it was. Bobby Mackie? 

14. 

12 

• 13 

14, 
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A 	Uh.huh. 

q 	Did she tell you that Bobby Mackie impregnated 

her? 

A, 	Yes. 

Q. 	And did she tell.you. she terminated the preg- 

nancy by, abortive 

A 	Yess  she stated that was one of the ,.- Itetter, 

quote thiS. 

In contrast to her first eXperience with sex 

she said it vas not satisfactory. 

In contrast she-describes:her experience with 

Bobby as being imMenselY happy - 

< , She was strongly attracted towards 01arriagewijav 

him; 1n fact she became Impregnated 'by him., 

:An abortion v*s arranged and she stated she 

never had forgiven her *Aber for thisi One thing, even 

thVUgh ,she linew.it was. the best -thi*at the time... 

She stated .sh`e Atad , this experience at 147 

A, 	Yes; 	-  I. 

- 	- 

That wat'not he :first experience with sexual 
• ' 	Ar- 	• • 

intercourse? 	 A 	 r 4  • 

.She had one previous experience. 

Prior to Bobby oicki.e? 

A 	Yes. 

Did she tell you during your interview of her 

that Charles MansOn was the philosOpher of the Family at 
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-Spabn, itatich? 

A . 	'No, she did not talk about it that way. 

She described enjoying' listening to hit -talk 

and his songs around the fire in the Spahn Ranch,. and., 

listening to 14s philOgOphY• 

That is the way she described it. 

Do you, hav2e,  your report in ;front of your 

Doctor? . 

A 	Yes. 

Rage 5, first paragrap4 midway. down, i  

Xs there the language: 
, 

*She said that Charlie uas alWaysActnd of 12 

the philosopher of the group*? 	- 

A. 	Let me' see here, where' is thett 

Page 5, first paragraph Midway a little. past 

midway in the paragraph. 

Did you find it? 

A 	Yes, I see that. 

She said that Charles was always kind of the 

philosopher of the group and, she always enjoyed listening 

to the songs and music and thought he was talented, but 

she was never up in philosophy and things like that., 

though she listened she never did get involved with it. 

So she did tell you that .Charles was the 

philosopher of the group? 

'A 	Yes, I am 'corrected .on that 

13 

14 

15 

16 

3:1 

18 

19  

20. 

24 

• 25 

1.3c 16 .26 
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You are correct in your original testistony oa  

that? 

A 	Yes, I am correcting what I just said. . 

eased on your three and a half hour examinatio 

ofLeslie,, 'do you find her to be of average intelligence? 

A 	Yes., 

)4,41. she appear to be oriented as to person,. 

time and place'? 

Yes. 

Did you find her thought processes as opposed' 

to thought content, did you find her thought procesSes 

during. your conversation to be unusual in any fashion? 

A 	No, I did not. 

I found her thought .processes to be intact. 

1n„ other words, she could carry on a lucid 

Coherent conversation with you without going off on any 

inappropriate tangent? - 

A. 	Yes. 

Da you believe she is presently psychotic?- 

A 

And you. define the word, psychotic, to.plean 

. losing 'Contact with' reality? 

Yes. 

 

24 You do not feel she Ris presently psychotic? 

25 

25 

A. 	Nog 

. eased on your examination of her do you feet 
$C 

). 	• 
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she ever was psychotic? 

A 	Non-chemically? 

Non,-chmically., 

A . No. 

' By that I take it you mean that she did have 

-drUgieinduce.d. psychoses? 

A 	Yes, I would say that she experienced ultr 

'states. of consciousness that we' could call. ,chemical 

psychosis. 

Q, 	Which of course art of temporary duration, and 

come -and go with the use,  of the drugs  is that right? 

A 	Yes. 

Q. 	'Will you agree, DOctor, that the word remorse 

has. a definite meanitq in the English language? 

A 	Yes. 

Q 	And remorseless, or lack of remorse also has 

a definite meaning? 

A 	Yes. 

' At the present time on a conscious level, the 

..level that all of us of course with the exception of 

psychiatrists deal' in, 40 you feel that Leslie van iiouten, 

Susan Atkins and Patricia Krenvinkel have any remorse for 

having committed these murders? 

A 	They profess none. 

Ai I have said at leait . Several times now, 

1 am not convinced about 
. 

• 

.14 • 

• 

16 

17 

Ia 

1.9 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

• ,' 
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Q Now, I Said on a conscious level. 

A 	That is what I am replying to. 

Q And you have some doubt about this? 

A 	Yes. 

41 	You feel that unconsciously there may be 

remorse/ 

A 	Yes. 

I am talking about conscious now. 

A 	Consciously there are certain aspects of their 

behavior that make me think that they are not as impermeable 

to ordinaryfeelings as they claim or allege.- 

Por instance I have been told independently by 

all three of them, apparently unaware of one another, that 

they are very frightened of me; and if they have no feelings, 

why should they be'frightened of me/ 

Qi 	.0f- course, it is possible for a person to have 

one 41notton and not have another. 

Possibly. 

And fear and remorse are two separately 

'identifiable emotions, right? 

A 	That is true, but where there is smoke there is 

fire- 

think the presinte Of One'feeling argues for 
t 

the presence of a variety of • feelings, 

Q 	Do you recall 'telling me; .I belikve thit morning.  

in 'private, that in your opinion on a-conscious,level these, 

A 

, 	• 	• 

12 

13,  

15.  

16 

24 

25 

26 

• 

• 
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three female defendants do not,have any remorse. 

Do you recall telling me that? 

A 	Not specifically, frankly. • 

:All tight. 

Are you aware that Leslie Van Houten testified 

at this trial right here? 

A 	Yes, I have been told 'she did. 

Q 	At the-trial, Doctor, just' to f4psiIiariie 

self with the basis of myfuext question', Leslie testified a 

this trial that on the night of the La Bianca , s*rders 

Linda, Kasabien drove. the cat and it was Linda who stopped 
• • 	 3 

in front of the La Bianca house. 

Now, during your interview with her, did she 

tell you that as they drove around the city Linda was 

riding in the back seat of the tar with her, and not 

.driving, the car.? 

That is what I wrote as best I could recall 

after the interview. 

Q 	Do you recall her telling you that? 

A 	Yes. 

Linda was not ,drivingthe car? 

A 	No, all I recall at the time I was dictating, 

her report was I thought she said she was in the back seat 

with Linda. 

DEFENDANT 'MANSON: That is why they are afraid of 

you. You .misinterpret words. 

17 

2 

3 
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a 

13d flsfi  

• MR.. BUGLICIST: Move to strike that gratuitous remark]  

your Honor. 

THE -COM: The -comment is stricken; the jury is 

admonished to disregard it, 

BY M. BlidLIOSI: 

Did Leslie Van 1outen tell you, Doctors  that at 

the La 'Bianca residence that the reason she wiped -off finger-

prints was that she. did not want to get caught for what she 

had done? 

I better quote that too, dOn't want to be 

inaccurate, 

   

 

 

• 

 

to 

 

    

21, '.; 

22' 

23.  
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13d-,1 Q 	Page 6, first paragraph a little beyond the 

midpoint. 

A 	"lit this poiiit Leslie recalls running to 'get a 

towel and beginning to wipe down everything in sight. 

"It was almost like a TV show, or something. 

I -beglien to flash on thoughts like I've got to get the fing r-

prints, I've got to get away from.here, I cantt get.caught,' ' 

"Site began to wipe down the 'walls and began 

to wipe doWn individual rings" -- 

You are going on and on, but did she tell yo4 

that? 

A 

A 
n • 

Yes. 

She did not want to get caught? 

Yes. 

For what she bad .d'Ottel 
15 

A 	Yes. 

MR. KANAREK: Your Honor, I suggeSt _that is 

facti 2not in evidence. .That is out of context. 

16 

assuming, 
17 

THE COURT: .0verruled.; 
4 19 

BY MR. BUGLIOSI; 

Did you, get the impression from,  Leslie Van 
20 

`Houten that she feels Protective of Charles Manion? 

A • Yes.  

BUGLIOSI« No further questions. 

MK. :FITZGERAp: E would request permission' to reap 

for direct examination. 

22 

. 23 

24 

•26  
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TBE COURT: All right)  you May-.. 

DIRECT gx*ittA,T;zoti. iR,aopened) 
t 

BY MR.- PITZGERALD1 

Did you interview Patricia Xrenwinkel,`,DOctoil 

'A 	Yes. 

then and where did the interview take place? 

A 	Last evening at approximately 6: 30 , 6: 20 p 

in Sybil Brand. 

' Did the interview follow. standard psychiatric 

interview techniques? 

A- 	Yes, it did. 

Q. 	Was the purpose o your examination to de-terrain 

her mental, emotional), psychological and psychiatric -condi-

tion? 

A 	Yes. • 

Q 	Did you form aprofessional opinion based -on 

the psychiatric interview-of 1)atticia Krenwinkel? 

Yes, I did. 

,Do you have an opinion as to :whether Patricia 

Krenvialtel Is mentally ill by medical standards? 

A • 	Yes,' 

g 	What is your opinion,? 

A 	I think that Patricia would be 'dewed .by most 

psychiatrists as suffering from a definable mental disorder 

on the category we cala personality dtiorder of the specifi 

1 

• 
3 

4 
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• 

schizoid type, 

I would say' it was relatively a secrete tchizoi 

personality disordei. 

Would puexplain what a schizoid personality 

is? 

A 	Schizoid personality is a term which is used 

to describe a.complex of characteristics in an individnall  

the most impressive of which is the absence of availabilit 

of the personis emotions to themselves, their difficulty 

with receiving emotionality .or sharing. feelings, feelings • f 

alienation, isolation, distance, a kind of -a a coldness 

about their status in life, A certain kind of joylessness, 

particularly in their relationships with other people. 

A splitting over frog reality? 

A 	Nol  a repreisiiln, Of 'feelings and affects and 

avoidance of them. 	 f 

14 	What symptoms if any oCmrental illness did 

Patricia Itrenwinkel display? 

A 	Last evening? 4 ,  
4 	les. 

A 	Once again I felt that she evidenced this land 

of a condition or personality disorder)  specifically there 

was ,a notable absence of emotionality.  on her part and a 

tremendous flow of intellectualization, philosophizing, 

rationalizing,, constantly wilting to deal with concepts an 

ideas- but avoiding initially the first 35 to 45 minutes of.  

2 

4 

5, 

6 
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the interview any emotional content, avoiding history 

.assiduausly., 

It was only later when she began to talk about 

her Sister,. for instance, I caught or felt glimpses of 

emottoit in her. 

the can via about love, but you don't feel, it 

in her except at limited points. 

• Is the concept, self.,image$  important in • 

.diagnosing emotional disturbances? 

	

- A 	In diagnosing? 

. 	In diagnosing., 

	

A 	No, diagnosis is descriptive; we diagnose on 

the basis-. of symptoms and behavior which fall in various 

categories, 'Self-image' would fall in the dynamics of how 

the. symptoms arise._ 

	

Q 	Is self-image part of a personality structure? 

	

A. 	yes, there is an internal' image of one self 

that one maintains,' and that is the basis npOn -- 

It is the basis of -action, feelings about other 

and- one's  self. 

	

Q 	Is Patricia krienwinkel-ts self-image, her image 

-of 'herself, -bizarre or peculiar in any respect? 

A , Well, here again we have a division in what aim 

says. and what she reports historically, and what I perceive 
/,- 

in the examination. 	• 

IShe alleges„ to feel:totally- comfOrta 
• 
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14 
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18 

19 

29,  

21 

22 

ga 

24 
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TZ3 

herself .aura totally accepting 	.all aspects of herself* 

which is consonant 'With her philosophy which she esp'oUSes. 

Historically she never accepts herself, feeling 

she was ugly, specifically she talked about always being 

to hairy and having feelings of ugliness inside herself 

about that, 

Let's see if I can find other examples, 
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and 
She felt unwanted/unloVed.. 

X 	Unwanted;  unloved, 

Well;  I was impressed with the variety of ways, 

She evidenced her feelings prior to her membership in the 

Family; that she was Very. much =accepting of herself and 

uncertain of herself. 

$he perceived herself as ugly. 
7 ' 

Qt 	In addition to her hairyness did she indicate 

'any other physiological characteristic of her body that 
9' 

to her feelings on love? 

A., 	She. talked'about'a point in life;  I think it . 31, 

1.2 	was about age 14, she was very much overweight and she vent 

on a 40 ,,,day trash dietl .loeing 35 pounds, went from a size 
13' 

14 to a size 8 dreac . and. fOrt the very first time 
14 

perceived.herself as physically beautiful, using Denzedrine 
15 

to.hclp her reduce some of the weight. 
16 

Did you "find her in her interview that she. 

intellectualized and rations, tied frequently? 
, 

X 	Iithought it was almost impossible to get to.  

any Other Iev4:With her for. 30. mine es 

4Did,yondiacoVer ar y itaPpr4riateittess,of. 

3:  

affect? ,  

, 4 

1 	t 1,  .  
The absence 'of It . 	 I,: 

There vas a total absence, of ifffe00.- , 

19 

zo 

21 

22'  

23 

24. 

Initially. 

la 	And affect-has been deScribed as the'feeling 
25 

26 

13E . 
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'Unquestionably a. chronic user. 

What.  influence, it any, did Patricia 

Krenwitkells chroniC use of LSD have upon her' mental 

illness?, 

L 	I think that in Katie's case she was, using 

LSD tp escape the emotional state. 

It would, give her in sharp contrast to this 

kind Of cold disaffected, alienated, position, intense 

teelir*. of joy, immediacy contact, communication with 

others. 

I think she',scqzeht that regularly as a kind of 

a relief. To have feelings ill that position is like to 

find ,water in-the desert. 

I think she was always loOking for that, 

subsequently. 

q' 	The Only way shli Could experience feeling an 

emotion AsTaUld be to 14stthe.  drug,- is that correct? 

I'thin4 that that was the case prior to her 

comiliZ to- the ;Mahe= Family.' 	 ,•. 

What happened after she.  carne to the 14a1"4911 

Family? 

L 	Well, from, the descriptionof all. the others 

that l talked withil  she found klpiche in the, faiily as 

kind Of a .mother figure;: particularlY for Sadie; Sadie 

says she in' the first woman .in her life she felt 

comfortable with,:she could talk to and felt accepted:by-, 

4 	 ''  
t 	,4  	.., 

T 	. 	i 	i 	 .d. 	• 	. 
, 	4 	, 

-., 
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I. 

• 4 

5. 

7 

/. think it met.some,Ot Katieto needs emotionally 

she ,coad.igiVe  love that way in a. safe way to a dependent 

child and not risk the vulnerability of being dependent on 

someone else. 

She could be the mother, not the child:  

How do people 80  the way Patricia Krenwinkel 

-111? 

It ia theorized, and in the experience of my- . 

seii and others, it 
..
ismost often a failure to be. gratified, 

.:'-inl.Your relationship with.your,QWnparenta, the warmth - 

3doet not flow, 

Does the disturbance begin in infancy? 

Probably, there is OCIMQ theorization involved 

in the aMoUnt and variety of body Contact, facial contact 

and' ether forms of stimulation. 

4 	Would it be accurate to say, based, on your 

knoWledge and experience in the field of psychiatry-that 

the patient in 044 case, Patricia Krenwinkel, had-  little 

or ,no control over the development 9f her. initial ' 

personality? 

Calls for a conclusion, your Donor. 

lie was .not there when she was a child. 

'rte COURT: Do you have an opinion, Doctor? 

THE WITNESS: Well, yes. 

THE COURT: You may answer. 

TEE WITNESS: The child has little control over the 

 

 

17 

is 

 

20 
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external eiteumstinoe* in whioh he liyes. . 

'I thit* that 10 tair. * 
• 13t 

f.  

4 .  

5 

. •, 
; 

7 
• 

A 

12 
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k 	 f 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

a • 

23 

24 

4 

26 • 

8.  

9 
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Q 	BY NR.FITZGERALD: What role if any does 

Patricia Krenwinkel's underlying. personality structure have 

upon her mental illness, if that, is intelligible, in the 

sense there is a difference between personality structure 

and mental illness? 

A 	Well, mental illness is the broad 'category in 

which we would include all diagnosable .61:A141ft:tons, • • 

The personality' :11,Scirdir is one such condition, 

so it is like talking abdut apples and. oranges. 

We 'are talking about the apples • and' the basket, 

they coil* in. 
• 

Did Patricia Krenwiniel indicate to you the 

circumstances under which she for the first, time in her , 

life .ingested the drug LSD? 

13f-,1 

2 , 

a.  

4 

6- 

7 

'9 

10 ' 

14 

15 . 

16•  

17 

76, 

19 

20 

22. 

23 

24 

2$ 

26. 

Yet. 

Would you describe that? . 

If I can find my' notes. 

was impressed by the fact that she tried LSD 

at a .moth. later age than the ‘,others, 

• Q . Row old:vaS, she when. she first ingested the 

• ftug? 

A, 	Let me find that„ please. 

She was in e-0 

I think she was in. the senior year of high 

school 

or 	years old? 
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132-2T  

2- 

3 

.4 

.0 	• 

6 

7 

.9 

10 

II 

12 

1:3 

1,4 

15 

• 

17 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

• 25 

26. 

A 	17 or 18. 

She said she was in a car with some of her 

"beatnikish friends," and some dude says "Open. your mouth, 

I'm dead." 

"He threw something in. I said 'What was that?' 

"Re said 'LSD.' 

"As I began to come on it was a *beautiful 

experience but very strange. 

• "We went to what was sort of an upper clan0 

restaurant in tos. Angeles and I sat there watching otyseif 

disintegrate. I could see, the bones in my arms and in my  

hands., just like my whole being was leaving. 

"I looked up and I saw plastic flowers; they 

use a lot of plastic flowers in these places, and ',began 

to see them move,. and the motion became real.' 

"It was like life in everything. There were tw 

police sitting, across froM us and I suddenly began to flash 

some paranoia. 

'I looked, around -and saw all the faces, the 

ugliness they were putting -- and the ugliness that they 

were putting upon themselves. 

"I went into the ladies-room and there were 

mirrors alt around and I:tooke'd'at myself and I could see 

	

**self changing Ages. 	became i4i.agsi‘ older and iiunge 

Then she said that they went back;' they ail 

decided that this was like 'a bad place to dot  so they left. 
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4  
They went _Uwe. 

'I saw my mother there 4f.uid,  she 'looked to sic as • 

if she were the, devil. 
• '% • , 

"I could see an intente'..cormo.unication block..• " 

I went into my roost. ft 
• 

. Watt a..second, something about going intc«"her 

roof* and the next thing is: 

• .SThis thing. of myself, •1 was listening to 

DilIOnl  the words began to matte sense., 113am, hamt l :the 

words were making sense to 

"I decided to relax and let 'myself go. 'When 

I came down I was . really frightened; I decided 'ITh huh, 

no more;,  not for me. That Side of. the world•is just too 

heavy.' 

S  

"I decided Y better go to college and be someth 

16 	SO I vent to Kobtle 

	

Q. 	She did indicate to you however, that her intti 

z 	use of the drug LSD was not a knowing intentional use, is 

that correct?, 

20 	 ts. 	She did not plan it; she :did not plan, it. 

21. - 	 She was deceived in its application. 

22 	 She did not know what the drug was that she was 

23' 	_taking, is that correct? 

24 	 • ' A. 	„she let someone throw it in her mouth and 

she swallowed' it, so I think there was volition 	that.. 

. ! '26 	 Well, would you . say she volitionalIy2uSed the 

1 

$ 
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it 

12 

. 15 

i6 

24 

40 	25 

26 

26.0335  

drug LSD? 

A 	No, she volitionally swallowed something but d 

not know it was LSD, . 

In your opinion, based on reasonable medical 

certainty, haa Patricia Krenwinkel ever been psychotic? 

A 	Weill on the basis of the history, she describe 

tome I would say no, 

But I have read the report 'of the examining 

isychietrist in. Mobile wik.'fel-t that she was, 

Q, 	Well, do yore. have an :opirp.9nr 
r ) 

A 	On the basis of histdry 'She doei not describe 
I 

tame historically symptoms thatiwoqld,cali,overly schim4- 

phreuic or psychotic, 

Q 	Epinephrine is a cardioliaslEgiar constsor  

A 	Yes. 

Commonly referred to as adrenalin? 

A 	Yes. 

ML FITZGERALD: I have nothing further. 
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• 

DIRECT EUMINATION (Reopened) 

BY HR.. SII/N11: 

You. examined Susan Atkins last night too, did 

you not? 

A 	Yes,. X did. 

Q 
	

During the course of your conversation with 

MAW Atkin& 

TRE COURT: You are asking to reopen now„ Mr. Shinn? 

MR,' SfliiiN: Yes,-  yoUr Honor, on behalf of Susan 

Atkins, your Honor. 

,TBEE COURT: Very'vell, you iaay.  

BY MR.. 

During this conversation' with. hiss Atkins did. 

she give you, answers 'which were consiste,nt, to persons that 
4. 

have taiten. LSD before? 
' 

don' t think 
4 	" 	A 

That doein't_makelsense to ;se, Mr. Vann. 

There is rho consistent, rispOtise •fiost - peOple' 

whO have taken LSD. , 	• 

Q 	Well, were some of her answers the: type Of 

answers you would get a person that 'had ingested LSD? 
• , 	• 

A 	Oh, yes, the values expressed; the description 

of the -experiences., things of that nature. 

0, 	Did she relate to you her first experience with 

3D? 

Yes, she •did, 
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Q. . Would you describe that to us? 

A 	Let me find it,. please. 

$he described her first LSD experience as .a 

result of a general decision she had made to — 

1 am, making it polite — she said something 

to the effect of "To hell pith 'everything. 

"My parents told mei was going downhill , so 

/ decided 'To hell with it, I'm going.to do it." 

More strongly than that, though. 

cz 	So she went on Market Street *lid she stopped 

a hippie with long hair and beads, on and she said "I'd like,. 

to buy some LSD." 

And he got very paranoiac.. 

"lie said' "Are you kidding.?" 

She said lift, seriously." 

So they ventsomewhere and bought some. Then 

she .dropped the LSD' and ,she was walking along- Market Street 

when the 'effect began to tom en. 

She experienced Market Street as some kind of: 

"I experienced, it like a hidious monster. 

MI could hear the cable 'cars moving and the , 

colors- I experienced — 

"1 betame paranoiac." 

NOi  they went back to a room. -- X forget where 

• it was exactly., with the hippie, and she began to experienc 

monsters attacking her, coming .out of the walls The. 

I 

2 

3 

4 

:5, 

6 

7 

a  

9 

II 

iz 

13 s  

14 

15- 

16 

17 

19 

`20 , 

21 

22 • 

2$ 

24.  

25.  

26 
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• .whete my notes stop. 

'4. 

9 

n 

6 

7 

24,338 

fellow's .name was Mike. 

And then she started, when. she recalled that 

-Was the name of her older brother, he told her "They are 

only hallucinations.. 

"You can make,  them into whatever yon want to 

make them." 

."So I thought about it and I made the situation 

paradise. Y turned the monsters into vines and flowers and' 

the room. became paradise." 	t 4  

And she described i:71t liceMe length, but that 

Qi 	Did she 'relate to yOU. in the einiVersation the 

•frequent use of LSD? 

A 	Yes. 

.And did she tell you at what age she started 

using LSD? 	
„_ 

She began using LSD at the age Of 18. 

(r 	Now, did she say anything about using other 

drugs before the age of 18? 

A 	Let's see, yes. 

She began using marijuana when she was, I think 

17., late 17. 

It was introduced by her boy friend, Al, with 

whom she Was involved in the thefts. 
yes, 

Oki,/ she described herself at the age of 16 and 7 

as on the way to becoming a drunk. 
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She says "Ily mother and my father are both 

alcoholics; in school 1 was drinking. This was in Los Ban • so. 

when they moved there, this was at the age of 16. 

"1 used to go in the bars and find older men i 

bars and X would flirt with the bartenders and l was on. ter 

bowling team, and really ended that scene. 

"1 was scattered, no directions, X was follow 

old men, but 1 couldn't admit it to myself, 1 had to get 

drunk first to do it." 

So she was in her Own words on the way to bee 

an alcoholic at the age of 16 like her parents, and later g 

into patterns of drug use when she moved to San Francisco, 

particularly during the period she became a topless go-go 

dancer. 

Did she relate to you -whether Or not she used' 

LSD to cure her drunkenness,' was that Otte of the purpOsee 

taking ISM 

Let's see if 1 can find that. 

n psychiatry in psychoanalysis we frequently 

find Significant the way people 'connAt; two different z 
subjects, apparently unrelated, and" the,rY association from 

-one to the other. 

And I felt:that this Vistd puth an exarapi4 why  
• 

she was: talking about 'T.zhen she almoSt became Married to An 

IBM computer mechanic; someone she ,saw 	sttaight mid. at 

person of quality. 
1-. 
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'"I became reengaged to Bobby, even got him to. 

get me a wedding band and everything was ready. 

'"Re had obtained a whole floor of an apaitigent 

building where we Would live, and I was standing there with 

his brother looking at all these beautiful, things. 

• "And be told me *YOu.are no good; you really 

don't care about him; you are just marrying him to get all 

these beautiful things,' 

"I told him tYpu know., yonite right. You tell 

him I am not good enough for him, I can't do it. 

"1 went to Broadway with a guy I had met on 

the street, then I began,dropping acid every 'other day, 

two• or three tabs.'" 

She then talked About her next: move was then t 

what , she'called the Satanic period, ,she got involved with 

Antb,dny LeVey, the Satanist in San Francisco and was part 

of some of his ceremonies,. et cetera, et cetera and 'this 

followed after that last bit of conversation. 

"I dropped acid eight months on an average of 

.three times per week; was always high. I was in it, 

painting,: tripping and travel, I didn't like the other gir s 

I was working with. I stole from them.' I felt like the 

three faces of Eve. 
' 	 . 

"I. was a pro,stitute — not really, but 1 would 

play the tole on Matket .'street. 

"I was involved with an older man. in.,the 
4 

1 

6 

11 

12 
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worked in the after hours -club., justa,pIace where they 

could con money tout of people. 

°I became a cloq:., 	:halve' I was living with a 

man e  

"Though I.was a soft loving female'at'hotiei 

but outside, away from him I was ,everything= •l; had ever 

seen or wanted to be, I was told I shduld not lie*  as tad 

made me free." 
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4 	gOw, therefore, in - your opinion, she is  a chrOni 

drug user? 

Yes. 

4 	And what efrt?vi old it have bn her par0Onality 

or her character? 

L 	I ,think that -she 

for ,pay,chOlogical relief,' to 

non.,ohtmically.altereCatfaie  

!a$ }WS drugs: for relief, 

take away frOmher nOrMal 

of emotiohs self-idrc4tiiona 
3, 

that were basically intolerable :tp. her. 

She desoribed herself atgr4at'length.as the 

worst Of all possibilities. She bad done and been eVer

tape inside Of i-single year. 

I think I talked aboUt that I quOted earlier. 

nhere was nothing to do but atart all over again.” 

And it was at that 	that she met Charlie. 

4- 	Now„ would you say, Doctor, from your conver- 

sation with Miss Atkins, that she was somewhat self-

destrUctive? 

I dor lt see how shd could have been any more 

gelfdestractive. 

In short, she even desdribed two suicide 

- attempts in San Pranoisoo. 

She made light of them. She .said. she knew she, 

was a fake and it wasn't real, but she was lonely, that she 

ew no one in San Francisco,. and it was the only way to 

get attention, and attention wa$ the only thing she 
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desired, She craved it, - • 

	

4 	What other chiapgeS aid LSD 'hive on her 

peraopality or character? 	
t,s. ; 

• f 

I am. not sure but that she i4 that different 

POW from then; before OharIie, 

She has -a lot more terminology DOW that she 

4aa utilize and rationalize, a variety of ways she can, 

explain herself, .of defending her earlier feelings of 

saf-despising 	aelf-despisipg earlier feelings. 

She professes a ,contentment and peace with her. 
pelf. at this point-. And if this is indeed true, then I 

would have to say -that .her experiences inside,the FaMily 

and with LSD may- have allowed her to manage this, 

If this is true. But. I am not convinced of 

that. 

	

. • ; 	Now, what effect 	did she tell you about her 

mother's death? 

Yes. 

And what etfeet it had on her? 	' 

	

IL 	She said that she waa relieved when her mother 

died because she had 'been suffering from leukemiafOr nine 
months, and It was better off that she was dead. 

But she also described her mother as a re -.eating 

woman who had little to do with, her, waan't very nurturing. 

For InStancet  she,gave as an example_that her 

father' was the one that always got her up in the torpinSa 

23.  

24 

25 

25 
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dresSed her, tiied her sreakfaat.  
her, bXt her mother never' did. 

4 	Was there any it Aibati.bn bt,an unhappy home 

life or- happy home Iife while 'a, child"? 

6- 

	

	 She described her Chilahboa as really , a 

PPrived.eituation. 

3,4a' 

10' • 

7,2 
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4 	When you say,"deprivedl n what do you mean,. 

,DOCtor? 

A, 	Deprived otlovel. good examples to model aftpr. 

She 4escribed the father as a drunken bum, an 

alcoholic, a failure. 

Let's see if.I Oen quote from that. 

She describes an experience at age three or our 

where the Dolice came. 'She didn't remember exactly, but 

the neighbors stopped, thaw from taking them away and from 

arresting her parents for abandoning the children. . 

She didntt understand it at this time but found 

but about it later what it was•. 

She was with her three years-' older brother et 

that time. ,  

her, immediate association after that was to tell 

me abotit her dee life i4 whICh the *cits :and dOi$ of, 

'all varieties around her. She kept every stray animal she 

ran ibrdiss. 

I thought that was'a simple displacement from 

her, internal perception of herself. 

. Do you feel, Doctor, that Miss Atkins was 

mentallyill at any time? 

• I think she ,has a .114,agnosable etnditiOn. 

I think that she suffers from a deprivation, 

an early childhood depriVation syndrome, and I think that 

she has had a personality disturbance of an hysterical type 

as most characterizable by an adaptation to that 
• 

19 

28„ 

21 

22 
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24 
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deprivation, 4. hysteriOal •perSonallty type* 

	

- 4 	And yoU Das* those on ttost Wits that you 

juet related, or do i-ou UV* other facts/ 

	

414 	Based on her hiatory' as eh* provides 	tO 

lenitt..001140 upon her response to me as an examiner, based 

Upon al observed behavior of .her here* 

At* those the oar factors you can think of 

that led to her mental state at this timet 

A. 	Well, M. ' 

As 1 said. esrIlerl  1 WA eonvidneed the001W 

Tanta state 3..* the result, or all .4,1` our experiences* 

Her early enierienee, I think/  shaped her 

basic character, her basic persOnslity type* 

I think Mori the variety of psychedelic 

experienCes she het bad have,Influaticed boor her ' 

experietees in the Height-Attbuioy In the communal  In this 

Ootuytroolt. 	, 
• , 

%believe D. •Ata d et one time that she *se, 

in Feat:  nOt conolously'remorsOvii ia that earn aatt 

X am Sorry?, 	 4, 

X believe 514iu stated at' one time ills Nee'net 

aonscioUsly remorse f411 	 . 

ft* denies .it* 

And I helieVe you said that there may be a 

Subconecious remotlatulness't 

!es, 
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41, In other words, yOu reel that she is remoraerul 

,.ship price., 	• 

2.63J47 
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Q, 	Is that .correct?' 

She is the only one of them who describes 

*Pacifically an internal reaction tt committing murder, 

She said that, when she killed Hinman that, she 

but she doesn't Manifest 	J.s that correct? 

A. 	Remorse is np•t 	.fashion in hersub- 
, 

culture, - thixif she e.ydids 	Xt is part of her member- . 

4 	What you axe aging Doetbrs  ISAhaf 

coneciOUsly she is remorSefUli ;is -thit'oOrreet?, 
4 	 • 

I think so. 

X think it is mere' AVal.101.e: to. hee' than the 

others.: 

IIH SHINg: I have nothing further. 

THE'00Unt Mr, 'Keith? 

4 

7 

.8 
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REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY MR. XEITH1 

Iri your •Opinion, Doctor, is Leslie Van Houten 

suffering from a personality disorder? 

Yes. 

Of what type oaf, nature? 

I would say that,-she falls into the general 

category of,a0";hirstqrithil personality type also. 

Is she also 	 Personality? 
- 	• 	.t 

think thetie is 'Sortie e'idence -for: the existence 

of that, too, 
• 

,And in your • opinion.; Doctor, does heit.sattizOid 

	

charactter antedate thee, tae when she started ftO 	LSD? 

A- 	Yes. 

4 	In your opinion, Doctor, was her personality 

disorder.;  bier then personality disorder when she was IC 

Youlig teenager, a positive: factor in her entering the drug 

culture? 

A. 	Yes.. 

I think it vas a determinant in her dist. 

. illusionment„ her overwhelming disillusionm  ent reaction dur—

. ins the first LSD experience with her family when she was 

home and saw the family, it i* like all the fairies and 

• the. hopes and wonderment disappeared as her idealized 

-father 'disappeared before her acid 'Perceptions.. 

(1 	In your opinion, Doctor.  has Leslie, with 

1 

2.  

• 3 

4 

5 .  

6 

- 21 

22 

28 

24 

25 

26 
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17 • 
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reasonable Medical probability, suffered from a eheMical 

psychosi$ as a result of her chronid drug use? 

Ar m 	Acutely. Acute chemical psychoses, as We dis- 

4 
	cussed earlier, under the influence of the drug LSD. 

Are there factors which may lead you to believe, 

Doctor, assuming that she wag -on an LSD trip at the time 

of the £a. Bianca epiSode, that s-he was in a chemically,. 

induced psychotic state at that time? 

A. 	Yes. On the basis of 'hat we di Bussed before. 

I can't say I feel deinitely. I canft make 

my mind up. 

4 . / am talking about -reasonable medical 

robability l 'not certainty, Doctor. 

That isn't a medical: gliestion, Mr. Keith. 

It is a pSychiatrioprobleml 

,A. • 	It isntt even a pOychiatrio question. It' is, 

question of validity for any individual, as a psyChiatrist„ 

. whother or not I'belleve her testiiony. 

4 	Now,' what I am.  getting at is this, Doctors You 

have Some reservation about her having been on an LaP 

trip at the time of the homt4de, apparently? 

Yes. 

All r at, now, let's assume •she was on an LSD 

triP at the tiie. 	!'. 	. 

A. 	Yes, 
Are 	- 

/tbere factoFs ids .her. bohavlor at'.t64 

8 
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assuming &l was on, at loSDtrip„, that led you to form the 

Opinion, she may- also have,  beeiijufferips from a chemicaIly., 

induced psychosiiii :aa. the,, resilt of the LSD? 

X 4  . M.4.4 -Now undertstand4 , 

I 

2 

5 

.6 

• 7 

14 • 

rs 

• 16 

17 

zs 

ig 

'20 

2g 

23 

'24 

25 

26. 

4 	-And what ,  is that 'op-inionr • 

frer behavior)  asS'deS'cribe4.,,it thel....testimony' and 

ss  described to me„, her description or the events; 

Does the photocrapil of ,u ''6y., La Bianca 'that 

you saw indi(.ate .  to you, 'bootol, 	nOt in .and of itself, 

but as a factor 	that she was Suff. ring. from a chemically— 

indused psychbsis at that time? 

am sorry. Would you repeat the questionl 

Al rUht.. 

You . saw ptiotOgrapils or. Mrs . Ica Bianca? " 

Yes. 

And we have discussed perseveratory behavior? 

,I:traeVeratori. 

Perse-Veratori? 

res.. 

4 	• All right. 

Now, perse'veratory behavior is' a. symptom or 

psychOSis, is it not": Doctor,' whether cheMtcally.induced or 

an actual psychosi-s? 

No, 

It is a. characteristic most oftet of a 'limited . 

class of psy0hoses, but much more often Of the LSD chemical 
effect, 

• 
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14c- 	 Q 	right. 

	

A 	It isn't characteristic of all p-sychotic behav or. 

It is? 

- 4 
	 A „ It is not .the characteristic .of all psychotc, 

behavior, 

	

Q- 	It nay well be the characteristic of chemical 

induced psychotiO behavior? 

• A 	Yes. 

9 - 
	 so, the -multiple stab wounds is a ,factor that 

lo • 
	you, may have considered in arriving at your opinion. that 

Leslie vian limiter' may well have been 	state of chemicafty 

12 
	

induced psychosis at the time of the homicides? 

13 
	 • A Yes- 

14 	 _ ct, 	Now, in your -testimony yesterday and today, 

15 
	

Doctor, you used the 'term or the expression that Leslie was 

16 
	Alienated, 

3.7 
	

Does that mean to you, in your opinion, she yr* 

, mad at the.world, mad at everybody? Or do you use it in a 

19 
	narrower or psychiatric sense? 

29 
	 A 	I was using 	I think both ways. 

41' 
	

Alienation in the',sense of perceiving Onels 

self, as not a part or with all the - otheks, pr distant,: and 

23 
	set apart from them, not having-membership.' 

And also using it in' a'general souse, feelings'`  • 	25 
	of disillusionment, frustration. 	- 

	 . - • 

26 
	

Isn' t this a. feeling that7 ia very consion.  as ziongs 
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31 
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14 

15 

-16 

17 

'18 
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20, 

21 

 22 

23 

"24 

15 

26.  

26;352 

young people today? 
•L• - 

A. 	Yes, it is. 	 • 

Alienation with present day institutions?' 	• 

A 	There are even some people who posit this :may 

be characteristic of adolescence per se. 

Q 
	

You also talked about the fact that she leas 

in some rage state at the time that she struck down lirs. 

La Bianca. 

Was that rage state .subconscious or conaciouss 

in your opinion? 

A 	Well,, as I think she'deecribed her experience' a 

the time of the act,: she was striking back with the same -

feelings and with the -same impulses that she perceived in 

Kra. La fkianta. "If you are going to be that way,, I will  

e that way, too." And then anger and a fight. 

tut she -denies hatred at the time of the.taird.er. 

You mean hatred toward — 

A 	Mrs. La Bianca. 

-- Mrs. La Bianca? 

A 	She talks about an animal kind of rage, not 

.4tvolving personalities or people. 

I take it, Doctor, in your opinion, that at the 

time of the homicides Leslie's thought processes were prima 

and, primitive and animal-like? 

A 	Yes, I think soN 

Q 	And did -she, in your Opinion, view Mrsl 3 a .Bianc 
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• 41 

'5 

6` 

t. 

17 

1p• 

19.  

20 

' 2i 

22 

r 26-,)53. 

as something other than a real h'uicarObting„ but tathir .; • 

depersonalized her? 

A' 	I 'think that she.  viewed Mrs-. lba tin. like .tan 

Object,- depersonalized, alien, not her, not a part of her, 

• not like her. 

Is this a probably .or possible effect of the 

use. of LSD or being On ,an LSD trip, to 'depersonalize people 

A 	The effect is usually to depersonalize ones 

self in terms of experiencing 'one's self in a radically 

different way from the: ordinary state. But many people 

report intensified ability to caomunicate, feelings of real' 

empathy,. and communication with another individual. • 

I' would have to attribUte what Leslie experieno 

Under the hypothetical question to be more a function of 

her aim psychology facilitated by the drug. 

24 

25 

26 
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16. 

1.2 

;3:6 

IT • 

P2 

23 

2&,.3-54 

Could it alsa.'be function of certain 

attitudes created in her by 	Manson, having in- tind the  

assumed facts of the hypothetical 4uestion, Doctor? 

- 	dont  think there is any. created in her by 

Mr. Manson- • 

• , 

• / 
• dt4 

• .1 think ;that 	may have, given form or 

expression' to something that wa-s.,there. already , and it was.: 

at that point formless or ''not •vrtfrrbalized or not concep-.  

You hav4 Used, the. to 

ndecompensati'Onir in yOur testimony. 

I. Yes. 
, 	 • 0 	• " 4 

.4 	'CoUld you 'describe themeaning of that term • 

to 

 

us as 2ay4en? 	 4 	 ; 

That' reters to the failure of the individua4, 

to- function- psychologically in a .normal way, 'for the 

'psyclhological meahatism, of tefenae, Of otpii.:44 with the . 

wox'ld, 	copir.4 with :one thought processes. TheSo. • . 

mechanisms break down-4  

4 	And that 	'detomPensition? 

Yeo, The himeostasis that Dr. pitman mentiOned;.  

the emotional homeostatis,-  the .maintaining-of a sense At.. 

-equilpvatiOn Palle apart.. 

• 24 	 Xn your Opinion, Doctor, Was Leslie suffering 

from decompensation, tr• did .ahe :hoe that sort of attitude, 

26 	you,cail it an attitude, at the time she was living at 
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16 

17 

, 24 
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the Spahn Ranch/ 

L 	'No. I don't think she was Psychologically de- 

Compensated at the .tile that she was at the Spahr. Ranch. 

She seemed to be coping, reality-tasting 

fairly ,'well. 

6 	
Her ideas Would have been viewed as strange, 

but not her function. 

8 	
.4 	You agree, do you, not, Doctor, that the 

19 

homicides at the 'La Bianca residence were highly. 

irrational.and- bizarre and ratter unique? 

In your Opinion, Doctor, was Leslie decompen- 

' sating at the time that she participated in those homicides, 

assuming all the other facts in this case? 

A. 	I think that if her mental function was 

decompensated'at the time,' it was under the circumstances 

of the chemically-induced psychOsis. 

4 	Is Leslie's present thought processes still 

primary, in your opinion, Doctor? 

A. • 'No. Ng. 

m 	 In your opinion, were her thought processes 

primary rather than ,secondary continually while she was at 2.2 

23 
	the Zpahn Ranch, or only occasionally while she was on an 

apiti trip 

'opinion? 

regardless of her behavior, if you have an 

I donJt:have ati..Opinion on that. 

• A 
• 
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4 	You believe they were, though, 'at the time of 

the horniodest, 

' I think that under the altering effects, the 

psychlic effect pE the drug, that she was probably 'slipping 

in an otrt c primary Process thinking, 

would say that she doesn't experience that 

now but seeks it, 

4 . 	she is intellectualizing now, is she, not, 

Dbcor?, 

L. 	Yes. 	 V r  

4 	. And sheyadvIpei: you that, she, has no dependency 

or :no need _for dependent y and.  other such attitudes? 

. 	 - 

	

: • 	, 	1•• 

4. 	She :couldn't fin out that.  test, could she 

• DoctOr, that you, gave me to, giV6 ;to heti,  

A. 	She 4144 t 

4: 	That was a pimple teit, wasn't it?' 

, She didn't fill' it out.. 

THE COURT: What was the answer? 

'TEM WITNESS: • Sheadn't rill it out. 

UE WM' i The question -was that she couldn't., 

mR4 X4XTR.: 	$1 .1 withdraw that questicm.,  

q 	ShO. didn't fill, it oat, did she? 

No. 

8 

10 

11 
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14e-1 1 

2 

.4 

IQ 

.Q.„ In your opinion, Doctor,' is that because she no 

longer .has any value spate*? 

A 	I don't think it is because she has no value 

:system. 

She loudly and strongly presents a value systma 

It is because she didn't want to do it, 

apparently. 

She made certain comments about the test), did 

she not? 	 -I t 

A 	Yes. Which we have ta/ke abcint before. 

Q. 	Did she write in one Place, in the test that she 

felt she was perfect withiti -herself ana that the &S nit nee 

to continue with. -- 

A 	Yes. 	 . 	., 

trying to answer the questions •on the test? 

A 	Yes. 	 A 

Did that strike you as psychiatrically 

significant? 

A 	Yes. 

I think she protests too Much. 

What do you.mean by that? 

That that is an example of a kind of IlitS8Pre 

genial . 

A ma$sive denial of what? 

A 	Imperfection. 

In other words, down deep, Doctor, she realizes 
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how imperfect .she is' and her need for, other peOplq,, al-4hOug 

she -- and for love and affection -- although she may deny-

it on the surface? 

I think that is -what is the situation. 

ihen Mr. itatiarek was examining you, Doctor, 

you started -- you more than started you-expatiated 

to some extent on the dynamics of the so-called Manson 

;tastily. 

You used the terms "exernal gratification, 

total acceptance, total freedom, Sense of honesty, of 

order, or meaning and random activity." 

Then you told us-  that you could have gone on fo  

a long, time, but you stopped. 

Do you remember that testimony? 

A 	Yes.. 

Do you have other dynamics that you could add 

to the list that you have already explained to Ale 

A 	Ye. 

I think I'd have to prepare my statementS in 
, 

terms of some explanation of vast an hysterical personality 

is and what the dynatis of :that are, what needs inside 

that personality are being met by the specifics of that 

arrangement out there., 

Q, 	Nobody has asked you what you mean by hysterics 

personality. 

A 	No. 
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Q 

terms? 

What does that mean, Doctor, it psychiatric 

A / 	Well, this is a personality' that is characteriz d 

y  the-4motional 

That means a kind of a flux and easiness*, to 

flux and change emotion, persisting pattern of looking to-

tb.a•outside for validity rather. than, 'looking inside* 
,J 	7 

• A characteristic pattert'is most often-deacribi 

in females of loOking to males:. and Sexuality'4",;Pineans'''Of 

finding ratification and assurance. 

The dynamics of that are understood to be 	it 

is a repetition of the learned pattern of looking to father 

for love aid gratification. .14.ainty out of an experience Of 

not finding it *ith mother. A premature turning to sex in 

xaales for gratification, for their psychological maturation 

Is an hysterical personality a diaturbeci, 

personality? 

A 	It can be, depending On the degree of the 

severity. 

„,. 

3 

'9- 

10 

11 

6 

6 , 

7, 
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t 	 A 

your eXaminatiOn, that Leslie may be proteotive or 

4 	Did you, gain the impression, DoCtors,dUriRg 
, 	- 

6 

14 

16 

19 

20 

21 

24 

S 

'26 

  

Pr 

Did you find any aspects of 4n hysterical 

personality, or personality structure in Leslie? 

X 	In Lep lie? Yes. 

I felt that her tendency to turn to male 

5.
,figUres for her validation, for her love And assurance 

was characteristic or this conditlgon. 

4 

4 	You are referring tO Beausoleil and Mackie? 

Vather ideal father, ideal Bobby MaCkie„ , 	T 
ideal BObby 	 and,beatifiCally dea qbarleb 

Mans:on,,, 

.Charlie Manion? 

- 	I think she values him very, very highly.  And:, 

therefore, I think that she will protect what she value*. 

4 	Inoidentally, 	Bugliooi brought out that 

Leslie, durihg her childhood and perhaps early teens, used 

to hit her younger fluter with a shoe. 

Thin isn't unusual act:J.740! between 5141i0gs, 

is it, DoOtor? 

Brothers and sisters beat each• other up 411 

the time, dontt they? 

A. 	Bight. 
But they don't Often protest loudly and 

painfully„ that they have, no feelings -of anger, ever. 
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You mean, Leslie told you that she has no 

feelings of anger? 

Yes. 

But you are not, I take it, Impressed with her 

telling you now that she has no feelings of anger?, in 
-7,  

other • tiOrds0 :yOu. don't, believe it? 

! I think 004.,,,pda ar9,,deprivpd of human feelings 

and X don't think she is' af..g00. 

We all .gets  mad from time to ti4e/, 
; 	• 	 , . 

I. 	Yes.-  

In your opinion, DdoVor074,YoU think Leslie 

is some kind of a homicidal maniac? 

A. Nob 

Do you:think she is some mad killer that is 

going to go out in the street if, she is let loose, say, 

and kill atwill? 

',.MR. BUGLIOSI: Calls for a Conclusion. 

MR. KEITH: I will withdraw the question#  

In your opinion, DciotOr„ is Leslie, or, would 

Imslle be ouseeptilae or respond to intensive therapy? 

Possibly. 

Why do you say possibly? 

A. 	I Couldn't give you an answer until I hada, 

number of hours more experience with her in a relationship 

to see if" it would woik and how it was goin4. 

In other wordS0  you don't feel that she is such 
/1L 
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2.  

a lost soul that the could never be rehabilitated? 

No I dOn't think she it _that   lost a soul, -no. 

.And when, we use the term "amenable" or ' - 

"respOnd t0 therapy," are we talking about wig 

4 

9 

as 

THE. GMAT: We will adjourn at this time-, Mr, Keith., 

Will counsel approach the bench? 

(Whezieuppn; -all counsel approach the bench and 

the -follotiing 'proceedings ,occiur,atv  the-,:bench outside 'of the 

hearing of the:jury,: 

TarE OOURT: When do. yOU want the .doctor back? 

KE/TH: Doctor 	- , 	 it• 

11: 

12 

	 THE COURT: JuSt A moment 	 D.94 a ccierence 

with the dootor. 

want to knolg when you want the doctor back* 
14' 

15 

	 MR, KEITH: After Attorney General Younger telatifies. 

THE WW1 I Understand that, Let's have an 
16. 

estimate. 
17 

13 

	 PM. KEITH: I am riot, going to question him_ at all, 

to , 1 don't have 'an estimate. 	' 
1,9‘ 

. 	MR, FITZGERALD: I tried to ascertain from cOubsel, 

21 
,and the estimates I , have been able too, get is that Mr. - 

22 

	Younger's testimony will go the balance of the morning,' 

23, 
will go the. entire morning, in other words. 

Is that a fair statement? 
24 

25 

	 MR, UNARM: That seems reasonable, your Honor. 

'26 

	 THE DOUR : Reasonable `hasn't had much to do with al 
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15-1 1  Well, all right, I am not concerned. 	The 

2 doctor is your witness. 

// 
3 MR. KEITH: 	All right, fine. 

4 THE COURT: 	As far as I'm concerned he can. be  excused 

5 The People still haven't cross-examined but I 

6 am not going to worry about it if you gentlemen cannot 

7 arrive at some kind of an estimate. 

8 MR. FITZGERALD: 	The problem with Mr. Younger, there 

9 Are only two germane areas of inquiry, it seems to me. 

10 There is some split among us, as you can imagin 

11 as to that determination I just cannot get an accurate 

12 estimate from other counsel. 

13 THE. COURT:. 	All right, we will adjourn then. 	The 

14 doctor is not excused but we will have no definite time for 

15 his recall. 

16 MR. KEITH: 	Would it be all right with the Court if 

17 tell him to come back at 1:45. 

18 THE COURT: 	Tell him to come back any time you want 

19 to. 

20 MR. KEITH: 	All right. 

21 (The following proceedings were had in open 

22 court in the presence and hearing of the jury:) 

23 THE COURT: 	Ladies and gentlemen, do not converse 

tolitk -anyone Or fry" ''rest any opinion regarding 

llly submitted to you. 

until 9:30 tomorrow J 
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